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Collection* a Specially the winter feeding to corn
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4' If the earliest dairy teaching that told the work at Highmoor Farm.
learning by actuul work the "operating
ι out? 1··» 1-i
The anto-plow is designed to carry end" of the
dairyman that a cow could not possibly
great industry in the hope
make milk from corn, and that she must 'hree plows attached to the draw bar that such practical knowledge as 1
the
between
j rt ΛίΟΟ NASH.
be coaxed up with the by-product feeds under tbe machine and
should acquire would tit me to follow
of commerce, was wrong teaching and I "heels. In soil free from atone and
with a nearly true surface, such an ar- the business successfully.
very unprofitable.
The mine "workings" were eutirely
rangement will probably work eatisfacMANY TH1NUS WE DON'T KNOW.
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that
be
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followed the growing tendency and are the
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safely of the men was followed beyond
now advising more corn. The chemists
t on.
Furthermore, the machine be- I he lei ter of the law.
may not be able to tind in milk a conof its weight, cannot be used until
It \\a> half past U on a July morning
trolling abundance of the elements we vter the frost is all out and the ground
know the corn plant delights to elabo settled. Uence these plows were early I when ill·· day shift begun streaming
rate, and the theorist has,(therefore, cat
removed from the machine in order to • •m ut the washbouse—some -100 meu.
uraliy a«»umed that the cow can't make make the tractor adaptable to the
.white, liljiek and of perhaps twentySouth Paris.
a
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her milk from
fions at the farm. Plowing was done by i·: 'ht nationalities-dressed in their tatthe
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upon
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the good cow,
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chine will plow a quarter more than is I w.:«!ih
>use door, past the power house,
lent about the things we do not know ρ issible with a pair of horses. With I
v. lidc the two big generators that feed
ib >ut h r or her performances; hence, tliree plows, seven or eight acres a day
11..' arteries of the great miue hII day
until we do have more exact knowledge ein be plowed.
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of what she can or cannot do we plain
the latter part of September long with its motive |»ower
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farmers are inclined to accept as our the tractor drawing one plow was satis(\o-wey,
Ncieaiuiug iu a high, shrill rhythm of
feeding guide the results of the cow factorily used to turn under a green crop sound, past the tall skeleton structure
rather than the rea»oniaga of the schools, of buck wheat grgwo for the purpose of I of the
tipple tower, from which the
wfien the two do not agree.
adding humus to tbe soil. The buck- liuht morning breeze blew black clouds
wheat stood on an average two feet in of iti.il dual as il eddied around the
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a
specialty.
down the sl.e.elou of structural
cau
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normal aud icouoimcai consumption of plants. Theo one
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board of
m
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the
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■
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From ι he window we passed along
As early as possible in the spring the
Klve vear» of »uc- functious of carbohydrates in her feed,
u I (tarage wurk
to a little inclosure directly above the
>··
PORTLAND ΛΙΤΟ CO.. | we know it is not good feeding to re- orchards at Highmoor are plowed. Then
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the land is kept in clean cultivation by I mouth ol' the main hoisting shaft.
substitutions
quire her to make such
of harrow* until the middle of
Sheer above it the black tower of the
However important the protein may be means
of making milk, •July. Prior to the past season, horses tipple pointed up into the hot. blue
the
cow
in
operation
K. \v. ( ll
in
of
source
funda have been the only
power
we know the carbohydrates are
morning sky. and the dull, dry heat of
in harrowing
Generally from five to six the rtat Illinois
mentally as much if not more important
couutry seemed to sink
harto
teams
for
two
aud
are
days
required
furnishing her with bodily vitality
d ιwii around it. Hut from the square,
with
orchard
at
the
milk
row
spring-tooth
thrift sufficient for her to make
With the gasoline tractor the black mouth of the shaft a strong,
rows.
.rnlsh DOOMS and WINDOWS of any | all.
in two and
is
harrowed
same
area
steady blast of cool air struck the faces
COWS THAT DO THE BEST WOKK
Hy le at reaaonable prices.
half days and tbe work is done far better. of the men who stood at the head of
that
cows
the
For concrete example,
Gur method of using tbe tractor to har
the little columu waiting for the next
do the best work in my dairy both in row between the fruit trees is as follows:
hoist. On the one side of the shaft
si
milk giviug aud offspring reproduction Two sets of spring harrows, each set bemonth long lines of empty railroad cars
in feed conare the ones that are rich
of the size ordinarily drawn by
ru of .my kla<l of Klnleti for InaMe oi
inherit ing
stretched out beyond into the tint
Ptne Lum
wi rk. sen·! In your orlere.
suming and dairy performance
are attached to a spreader wh'ch I
of horses,
..n ban·! Cheap for Caab.
»country, each wuiting Its turn to be
auce, possess dairy characteristics
can be offset on either (aide of the tracwhen
structure and temperament, and
tor,thereby ensuring a stirring of the soil tilled some time during the day with
an/ Job Work. continuously sufficiently ted carry such close to the base of tbe apple tree·. The coaI that would come pouriug down
inas
flesh
amouuts of well distributed
tractor itself travels midway between
over the great screens lu the tipple,
ν
I'lne Sheathing for Sale.
dicate their physical ability to do my the rows of trees. Tbe barrows are I
and ou the other side of the shuft
work.
work as their
dragged close to tbe trees. Very little I mouth, uuder the seumed roof of the
I. W.
This condition of the good cow means hand work is required to keep the
for
of
corn,
building where the checker wrote
Maine. to me a heavy consumption
•sr.
immediately surrounding
are ground
In the down the numbers of the day shift,
through such consumption she and 1
tree free from grass and weeds.
both gainers—corn for me grows abund- band·» of a careful operator this machine sat the hoisting engiueer.
and therefore
quickly i*npn
gloriously,
antly
Beside hiui was the great drum on
can be handled in the orchard without
»
ia λ\ W14 V ri
-aE»
nuu uuibob «uum
tucapij,
tu me trees,
which
the loug steel cables thut lifted
injury
and asare bouud to be broken if one
palatable, always easily digested
branches
the hoisting cage were
lowered
and
similated ; that which the cow Deeds (or endeavors to harrow close to the trees.
rapidly unwinding, aud in his hand he
work aud which the euro is The
aod
life
her
drawn
when
spring-tooth harrow*,
,· -■
or and Graduate Optioian.
held a lever by which he controlled the
able to supply she gets more cheaply (or by a tractor, can be set as deep as it is
(or herseK
of ascent or descent of the "cage." The
roe aod easily aod eojoyably
A
to dig.
teeth
for
the
pair
possible
iron) coro thao (rum aoy other aouroe io horses could not pull one set of these tirst cage had beeu lowered, and as 1
the world; heoce we both love the corn harrows, digging the full capacity, over watched him and the dial tiefore him
crop.
much ground in a day. Of course the I saw his hand follow his eye, aud as
harrows are not always set to dig full the white arrow passed the 300 foot
kxpiciuiuicc α οοου tbachku.
it depth of teeth. The rows of apple trees
level the hand drew back a notch, and
1 grow the corn aod she eats «II o(
To fully harrow this
as it are 25 feet apart.
she cao use economically, aod
the long, lithe wire began to uncoil
harrow
the
draw
to
is
her it means space, it
necessary
means the greatest good to
Three hundred and fifty
How twice between the rows of trees. Fol- more slowly.
the most profit to both ο( us.
notch—aud as the
another
harrow
feet—aud
to
is
it
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dithis
(or
lowing
possible
plan,
much o( this coro my cow uses
busi- 17 to IS acres in ten hours.
rectly making milk is o( very littlewould
A 20-inch disc harrow seven feet wide
True, I
ness concern o( mine.
as a stu- was heavily weighted and drawn by gasΑ.. C.
like to know exactly, know it
tractor over sod land. This hardent, so that I might the more exegeti- oline
row cut up heavy sod in excellent shape.
15 years expert Watch- cally preach the beatitudes o( corn.
with A few trips of the harrow soon reduced
maker with Bige'ow.
I bave had personal experiences
o( its li(e in the sod land to fine condition.
Kennard it Co., Boston. the silo from the early days know much
In hauling stone from the orchard and
America, wheu we didn't
or its also from an eight-acre field which was
about either its greatest usefulness
(aith plowed this summer for the first time
limitations, aod I have oever lost
All Work
in since the Maine Agricultural Experias oue o( the important (actors
it
io
liuaranteed.
ment Station assumed the management
boviue animal husbandry.
of Uighmoor Farm, the gasoline tractor
CORN κοκ rut SILO.
has beeu valuable. This machine will
A little out of the way
lu planting my corn (or the ailo 1 use drag on a stone boat rocks which four
but it pays to walk.
variety,
The tractor may
a large growing, early maturing
horses can ouly start.
intermediate kind and be
kept at work constantly; no stops are
«I1V HATCHES, CLOCKS | a larger growing
This
corn.
white
late
plan
a very large
necessary except to load and unload the
\\l> JEWELBV.
o( plantiug permits o( my beginning to stone boat.
tt'ltri ^tometrUt Parmenter, Norway, Me.
till the silos early and continuing it late
It is not possible to figure the cost
wiihout undue rush or hurry at the from our experience with any accuracy.
work, enabling me to economically use The expense of adjustment· of the maSTATE OF π.4Ι1Ε.
laborers at the work chine to meet our conditions and the remy regular (arm
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and saving the expense and worry at- pair items have been large. With a matendant upon having a large, unorganized chine constructed to meet New England
South Paris, Maine, January 30, 1913.
force o( extra men, even if they are to be conditions, much of this expense would
I' *ui it to the provision* of Section JO of
reckon the
bad.
doubtless disappear. To
t
;·ι·
: the Public Law· of Mala*, enact
In my deliberate tilliog I thiok I se- cost by fuel consnmption would b« as
■.«■veuty ti'th e. Islnture, the following
»s a :i->t of person· lo whose names cure rather better silage thao where it is
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misleading as it would be in the case of
<"
unt·. have )>een deposited with
all cut in a day or so, and by cootinuiog an automobile, or as to reckon the coat
1
t
:ity Treasurer of Oxford Count? by
interval·, as the of horses by their feed. Accidents will
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ι·'
mnl»i;»ior», «cuardtans, or trustees the cutt iog at (requent
'ι. t;.·· iutrlbuilon of
persoual estate ai» provided silage settle* in the silo, I am able to occur with any power and the up keep
l»v sali I statute
reached near tbe 400 foot mark
have my silos practically (ull at the end bills are always large, whether It be arrow
ΚI la K *vtndtK>ro.
Daniel E. Swift.
his foot came dowu bard on tbe brake,
season. This method is, of course, horses or power tractors that are uaed.
of
the
ldn M KeOMy.
Mr*. K. L. Allen.
owos his own
a bell at bis elbow
Henry Τ l>o!e.
In a nine hour day the gasoline Con- and » uiiuute later
WinHel'l Bowker.
only practicable when one
Λ I ma Trask.
Arthur G. Coolldge.
outfit.
from ten to fourteen sounded tbe signal of the safe arrival
varied
cutting
sumption
Κ lri>v Trask.
Koim-o·' Cooledge.
W liliam M. t lark.
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gallons and from six to eight quarts of of th«< hoist. A niluute, and anothΡ red William
his
Krank Mnrjcau
oil were required. With the
•)<i*lah P. Ionian.
signal. and then, releasing
er
soou as we begin fiiliog we begio lubricating
As
Mr». Τ II. i.eorxe.
Ault.
Mr-. W. W.
machine, more work can be done than other lever towanl him, the drums,
Mrs W K. Wolff rt.
Mrs. C. W Leake.
(eediog. The cow> get in addition tu with
the
Mr. Wlllxr M Ileckcr.
the
eight horses. By changing
such pasturage as we may have all
reversed. begau to rewind, and as the
Ml«* i.ura Κ Jordan
In drivers the machine can work from day·
a day.
cut com they will eat twice
dew backward I realized that
arrow
UKORUK M ATWOOD,
to
fifteen
or
to dark,
eighteen
addition, also, they are (ed all the clover light
It was
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it
was nearlug the top.
fourteen-hour
In
a
the
a
day
cage
hours
day.
and a small
or aKalfa bay tbey will eat,
Into four
or fifteen
divided
twelve
box
than
work
steel
more
will
do
a
treat
allowance o(—say, for a standard—a
Bull for Sale.
horses. This machine is not right in it· su|H>rini|Mis<.><l compartments, each holdmixture of corn aod oobmeal, three
for New England conditions. ing ten men. aud I stood with nine
Kuil blooded Uolstein, 2 years old, parts, gluten feed, two parts, and cotton- design
the right design has not yet
weii marked, kind and
part. The cows are Probably
others crowded on the first or lowest
gen'le. Hie seed meal, one the
The right machine would
year through, and been evolved.
last mau pushed Into
fa'her cduaot be bought fur $130, and housed at night
that
the cost for repairs so
they deck. As the
kis m illier m » $100 cow. For further even duriug the paature season will eat reduce
we stood shoulder to
and
his
with
than
place
no
be
greater
alter the would probably
particular» address
very heavy feeds o( good hay
horses. As so much work can be done shoulder the hoisting engineer slowly
W. K. BOULl>S,
eveniog milking.
have slipped Ids lever again toward him and
eared in a day with the machine, we
Island Puod, V·.
My corn (or silage is heavily
fonnd it almost indispensable. We shall as slowly the cage sank. Then in an
and no ears are removed. The Jersey*
use thia tractor another season, and hope
Instant the white blue of tbe sky was
will eat (rom thirty to (orty pound· a
and cornmeal that some company may study New Eng- cone except for a thin crack below the
day. The silage and hay
land conditiona and bring out a power
a aneet
Jeck above us, through which
ara crops wbicn I have grown profitably
the struc- that will do the work this one will do,
In and hung heavsliced
on my own land and (urnisb
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light
of
D.
The bought and without ita drawbacks.—Chas.
of our compart
steamers leave Frank, ture o( a producing ration.
ily In the dusty air
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what to do for the orchard of the switch engine in the yards and
se
I
know
while
To
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(eed,
amounts
bought
able
l'arc f.l.Ott In Mtk direction.
their use is we nuit watch he orchard. If growth the noise of tueu and work which I had
cure a valuable bonus (rom
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contribute
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tbey
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was darkneaa while we paused
of soda. If there is plenty of wood time nil
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is wanted, then for tbe third deck to fill. Once more
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Leave Port·
Colonel Koeasle once said there maj applications of potash and phosphoric and again for the fourth. Then aa the
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very
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any
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la a band ier the soil the les» potash and phos1
in poultry rawing, but there
on tbe guide rails struck my ears
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1
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the
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it
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the ability
soil; the more day
steamer
in a whirr of foreign
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what
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Steamer
aa though 1 k
Wed
Men talk about sucoeia
their faces d«e|>ened. The working daj
AND leave· Portland
needaya and Satur were a thing o( cbaoce. Tbe opporto
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m
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be that, but tb
and feed, but it ia well to keep medioioe
nity may occasionally
Kast »>oothbay and In
As the cage shot dowu tbe wall ol
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tei mediate
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on hand in oase it is needed.
power to grasp
the shaft seemed to slip up, and fron
fc«l>ie»s Service for freight, aU rale· laclu-t * it cunaes only through toil, and effort
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to duty.
its wet. slimy surface an occasion*,
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it.
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sweat and of burning oil filled tbe compartment, and the air, which sucked up
through the cracks beneath our feet
us though under the force of a piston,
tanned and pulled tbe yellow flames in
the men's caps into smoking streaks
Then I felt the sjteed of the "hoist"
diminish. A pressure came in my ears
aud 1 swallowed hard, and a second
later a soft yet abrupt iwuse in our
desceut brought me down ou my heels.
The black wall of the shaft before me

suddenly gave way. and

we came to

a

stop on the bottom of the mine.
it was cool, and after the heat of a
of
July morning the damp freshness
the air chilled me. With dinner pails
banging against our knees we pushed
out of the hoist, aud as the men crowded past me. I stood with mv hack
against a great timber and looked
around me. Kehind. the hoist had al-

ready sunk into the "sump."

pit.

or

the bottom of the shaft, in order
that the men ou the second compart
ment might pass out into the mine, and

at

second

a

later

they swarmed by

me--

aud still I stood. half dazed by the roar
of unknown sounds, uiy eyes blanketed
whole
by the absence of light, and my
I was
mind smothered and crushed.

or
standing just oft the main entry
tunnel of the mine, which began on uiy

left hand out of blackness aud |»a*sed
again, ou my right into a seeming wall
The low. black roof, elose
■ >f darkness.
beamed with great timbers. was

ly

held by long Hues of great whitewashed tree trunk». Λ few electric lights
shone dimly through their dust coated
and the yellow liâmes from the

glol es,
so
men's pit lamps, which had tlaicd
bright in the compartment of the hoist
thin tongues
ing cage. seemed now but

of ilauie that marked rather than
closed the men.
left
Out of the blackness oil the
tracks passed over a great pit
stretched on into the blackness ou
of
as though into the wall

dis

two
and
the
the

right
coal Itself. Then, faroff. a red signal
distance
light winked out and made
visible, and lieyond it came the sound

the

grinding wheels; there was
rails.
gleam of a headlight on the sieel

of

The ray grew larger and two

yellow

into pit
sparks a bo v»· it flamed out
of the
lights. A train was coming out

and I waited until it should
With t grind of brakes it sud
and
deniy loomed out of the blackness
luto the dull Itav.c of light at the shaft
entry,
pass.

With a roar It passe»! by.
bottom.
The locomotive, a great iron box. was
built like a battering rain, the headlight set In its armor plated Ihhv and
Itehiud. on two low seats, as in a ratautomobile, sat the motormaii and

ing

the "trip rider" or helper the motor
iron
man with one hand on the great
brake wheel, the other on his control
1er and the trip rider swinging on his
low seat, half on the motor and half

over

nit*

<-uii|iiuix

<·ι

«ht-

—

behind, clinging ίο the pole of the trolthe
ley. Their faces were Muck with
oonl dust—black as I he motor and their
elothlug— and from their pit lamps the
flames l>ent hack In
(streamed ont straight
tops. l.ow above the
rider the wheel on the
out sudden bursts of

the wind ami
along their cap
head of the trip

trolley streaked
greenish white
sparks along the wire, and as the train
passed by the roar of the locomotive
gave place to the clattering of the
couplings of the long string of stocky
cars, each heaped high with its black
load of coal. Some one seized me by
I he elbow.

"What's yer number?" he asked.

"419."
"Loader?

New man?"

I nodded.
"Come along with me."
He was a tall, thin man. who walked
with his head thrown forward and his
ιhin against his chest as though in
• ooKtant fear of striking the low beams
I followed him. stumbling
tverhead.
rather clumsily over the broken coal

beside th» track. The train had come
to a stop over the pit between the rails,
anu 11 ici wlih Iron bars were beating
loos» the frngs and releasing the hopclouds
per bottoms of the cans. Heavy
of tl:ie coal dust poured up from the
cars as the coal roared down into the
bins, and the clanking of metal, the
crash of lat .tig coal aud the unintelligible sliuiti i.ig of the foreigners tilled
the entry with a dull tumult of sounds.
Dodging the low trolley wire which
hung ulHiut live feet above the rails,
we erawled across the coupling between two of the care to the other aide

of the entry aud walked to the left,
past the locomotive, where the motorman was still sitting in his low seat
waitiug to pull out his train of empty
cars into the suddeu darkness of the
tunnel beyond. Then for the tlrst time
I learned that mines are eclfoless
end that souud, like light, is absorlied
by the blotter-like walls of the tun-

nels.
We walked down the entry between
the rail* and after a hundred yards
turned with the switch lu the track
sharply to the right, aud again ou.

Sense of dlrectiou or angles was lost,
and. like the faces lu a forelgu race of
people, where one can set? little or uo
individuality, so here, each corner
seemed the same, and in a hundred
yards I was utterly lost. Above was
the smooth, black roof. Mow the ties

and the rails, and on either side behind
the two long rows of props the face of
the coal seam, which glittered and
sparkled in the light from our pit lamps
like a dull diamond. We talked a Utile. .My couipaniou asked me where 1

had worked liofore. how much I knew
of mines and a few other questions.
Ami still we walked on. dodging the
low wire that comes level with one's
ear and stumbling over the layer of
broken coal that lay strewn here aud
there between the rails.
The silence was like the darkness—a
total ahseuce of aouuil rather than
stillnetw. as my tlrst Impression of the
mine had Ihhmi that of an absence of
light rather than of darkness. The
anioklng lights lu our caps seemed to

press out through the blackness twenty feet a round us. where the light disappeared aud was gone, and always
iu Trout <>r us, out of the black darkuoks. the two long lines of propa on
either bide o( the track attuned one bv

one Into the yellow haze of light and
sank again into darkness behind us us
we walked.
The air was cool and dump. but as
we turned the last corner the daiupIt
uess seemed suddenly gone from It.
Here the
was 'warmer and closer.
track swerved up froiu one of the main
tunnels into a "room." and at the end.
or "headiug," of this room, which we

reached a few minutes Inter, empty
and waiting for its tirst load, stood one

of the square cars which I had seen
before at the mine bottom and which
we passed several times on sidings bj
to
the track. Τ lie car was pushed up
wheels
the eud of the track and its
"spragged" by two blocks of coal.
and
Here the tunnel suddenly ended,
from the blank, back "face" a rough,
on
broken pile of coal streamed dowu
beboth sides of the car und reared up
fore it against the roof.
till
".lust shovel 'er full, then wait
sends In
the motor takes her out and
I'll look
an empty, and till that one.
see how
in on you olice in awhile and

you're pelting along.'
the
Then lie turned and walked down
track aud left me ill the dim
my single pit lamp.

light

the fui! b»»nefit of the wnshhouse prlv
Ilexes, and morning found him with
the dirt and grime of the work of the
lie
previous day still on his face.
wns a (ïrvek. short, with a thin, black
mustache, which droo|>ed down into
Around eacb
two "rat tall" points.

was
eye a heavy black line of coal dust
penciled, as though by au actor's crayon.
His torn black working clothes,
greasy with oil dripped from his pit

him like rags on a
From the scalehouse we
scarecrow.
walked up the now familiar entries In
"third west south" to the room where
we worked and dug out our picks and
shovels from under a pile of coal where
we had hh.den them the uight before.
Then in the still close air of the silent
room we began each moruing to till the

lamp, hung

on

first car.
Down in the scalehouse. where the
cars were hauled over the scales set in
the track before being dumped into the
bins between the rails. Old Man Davis
took the weights, and when the loader's
mini lier—a small brass tag with hie
num'ier stamped upon it—was given to

fît

of

Loading Coal With a Greek Buddy.
Ν the tirst days of coal mining,
where
iis in many mines today
modern methods have not su
perseded those of oldtime minwork. With his
ers. a man did all the
of
hand drill he bored Into the face
or
the coal :it the head of his room
of powder he
entry, and from Ills keg
made long cartridges and Inserted
them into his drill holes. Then, when
the coal was blasted dowu and he had
it
broken it with a pick. he loaded
with his shovel into a car. and trim
tiling square the face of the tunnel,
when necessary, he pushed

m

and ou until he broke through and
next tunnel or completed
the required leniith of that single

today these conditions are. in
The work
instances, changed.
liegius with the "machine men." who ι
lu oroperate the "chain machines."
der that the lilasi may dislodge by
gravity an even block of coal the dimensions of the cross section of the
Hut

As soon as the machine has
the full six feet the disk Is
withdrawn and the cut continued until
it extends across the entire face.
In the evening the drillers, with their
powerful air drills, bore a series of five
or six foot "shot holes," four along the
roof, and two on each side for the "ribshots." Then a third crew of men, the
"shot firers." fill the deep drill hole
with long cartridges of coarse black
fHjwder and blast down the coal, which
falls broken and crumbled into the cut
prepared by the machine men. In the

morning, when the

moving

ever

cur-

of air. forced into the mine by the
fan at the mouth of the air shaft, has
cleared away the dust and smoke, the
loaders enter the mine and all day loug
load Into the ever ready cars the coal
thit has been blasted down, until the
rent

u-

/.Inn

πα/1

nn

on

si

thulr

vnrlf

Is done. Then they move ou to another
place, and so the work goes on in a
I ter feet system of rotation.
My companion had told me as we
walked from the mine bottom that his
"Call me Hilname was Billy Wild.
ly," be said, and as we walked down
the track to the main entry be turned
and called over his shoulder, "You're
in Koom L'7, third west south. That's
where you are. if you want to know."
The light in my lamp was burning low,
and I sat down on a pile of coal beside the track, lifted it out of the sock-

it in uiy cap, and pried up the wick
with a nail which one of the men "on
top" had given me for the pur|>ose.
Then I stripped to the waist and began
to load, shovelful after shovelful, each
lifted four feet and turned over into
the waiting car for two long hours,
sometimes stopping to break with my
[»ick great blocks of coal that were t<»«>
large to lift, even with my bands. Then
lumps of coal began to short-

finally

above the edge of the car. and 1 "trim
med" it. lining some of the larger
pieces to my knees, theu against my
on
chest, and then throwing them up
tbe top of the pile.
The noise of the shovel scraping
of the
against the Moor and the clatter
coal as the great pile slid down and
tilled each hole that 1 dug out at Its

foot tilled the tunnel with friendly
sounds, but when the car was loaditl
and 1 slip|K»d on my eoftt ami sat down
beside the
ou a pile of tine coal dust
track to wait, silence suddenly sub1 could bear tn\ heart
merged me.
beat, and curious noises sang in my
ears.
Up in the roof under the stratum

of slate above the coal cntne a trickling
sound like running water, the sound of
the crevices
gas seeping out through
aud
in the coal. I was wet with sweat,
were black
uiy face, bauds and body
where the great cloud, of dust which
smeared my
my shovel had created had
Dull pains in the small of
wet skiu.
I moved, and
my buck caught me when
ached. (In a
every inosele in my body
week my hands bad blistered, the blisover the
ters had broken, ami then,
cracked tiesh ingrained with coal dust,
healing callouses had liegun to form.)
a
Then far off In the distance came
mutlled, grindlug sound that grew loudterer and louder, a sound that almost
Λ dull, yellow light far down
rified.
in the month of the room outlined the

theu around
square of tin» tunnel, and
the corner came the headlight of the
electric "gathering" or switching locomotive aud alwve it the bobbing yelWith a
low tlames of two pit lamps.
grinding roar the motor struck the upgrade and came looming up the tunnel,
tilling it with Its bulk. There was
sound, aud the silence was gone. The
with
••uiipliug of the locomotive locked
the coupling of the waiting car. and
rumbled away. Uuce more the

a

"overcasts" this strong curpassed through every mile
of tunneling, never crossing it- own
path and never stopping until it again
or

of air

rearhed the main entry, but this time
the foot of the hoisting shaft,
through which, fouled by the cases,
the «lust and impurities of Hit· mine, ii

most

to

vast city In an un
Reside the hoisting
«haft, down which the men are lower
ed Into the mine and from which the
«•oal Is lifted in great "skips" or more
often in the mine cars themselves.
There Is (lie alrshaft. These are usualA coal mine is

rlerpround world.

rent

entry.

the coal.

rnmiu.

bridges

Joined the

entered

little panic of fear.
It is not the loading nor the long
hours with the shovel and pick that
grind Into the brain, but It Is the silence and the waiting, the silence and
then the sounds, and then the silence

a

great sections.
Down into the airsliali e\ery iiotir of
the day and night an ctiori.mii> fail in
i' the shaft
the fa η house at liie top
pumped air Into the mine, and by
means of many doors, stoppings and

propping

advanced against the coal, automatically advancing as the bits grind out

lars of coiiI that held up the roof of
the mine. Old miners call these noises
the "working" of a mine, and often
where the rooms were close together
ηnd the walls of coal between them
were thin there was a constant splinthat
tering sound and louder noises
would brill? us suddenly to our feet In

...

ou

The machines, which are propelled by
electricity, consist of a motor and a
large oblong disk, about which travels
an endless chain containing sharp steel
"bits" or [ticks. The machine is braced. the current turned on and the disk

4«Ό feet <>f solid stone bent l>euenth it*

weight the supporting timbers and pil-

ly the only two connections between
the mine and the outer world. Shaft
1. where we worked, was about -too
feet below t'-e surface and comprised
over seventy live miles of runnels laid
out by the 'iiirineers' transit, accord
lng to a perfM't system for the hauling
..odmiî of
of the coal and tin·
in the air
the maximum ipiniut... i
shaft to the iiofstiu? shaft ran the
main tunnel or entry. and ι·.ιr;ill«-l and
ι μι··Ι ran
at right angles with :hi
uther entries, dividing the mine into

CHAPTER II.

tunnel, these men cut with their 111achlnes a "sump cut." or, lu other
words, carve out au opening level with
the floor alniiit six Inches high and six
feet deep at the end of the tunnel.

in tbei:
entry, holding tlu'Ir face»
hands. when rli*· flame had swerved
suddenly down Hint caught ttieui. We
could always hoar It—the trickling, like
water ntnnliur over pebbles and sometimeM. loo. as we «at and waited we
could hear far up in the strata above a
sudden crackling as the pressure of

at

noiireil

niil

:i

colli blast in

siiiihi <·|·

.ίιιιΙ

in winter a pillar of mist ν vapor that
ascended far into tin· structure of ι In·
tipple lower iilmve I In* shaft ι·ι·>111 ii
To keep ιln> current of air from taking

Photo

by American Press Association.
"Call

me

Billy," he (aid.

him lie marked down opposite it the
pounds of coal to the loader's credit,
and so each day on ihe great sheet,
sinootched with hi> dusty hands, stood
a record of each man's strength measured in tons of coal.
When .Mm and I worked together we
took turns hanging our numbers inside

the car. and each night we remeui
bered to whose credit the last car had
been, and tlie next morning, it' my
uuniber had been hung in tile last car
of the day before. .1 im would |>ull one
of his tags out of iiis pocket ami hang
it on the hook just inside the edge of

the empty car. Then, lie ou one side
ami I on the other, we worked, shovelful after shovelful, until the coal showed above the edge. And then came the
"trimming" with the great blocks that
had to be lifted and pushed with our
chests and arms up on the top of the
tilled car.
Time went slowly then, lor we could
load a car together in less than an
hour, and sometimes it took an hour
and a half before the "gathering" mo
tor would come grinding up into ι lie
In those
room to give us an "empty."

long half hours we would sit together
a pile of coal dust beside the track

on

talk to each other.
and try
Jim was a Greek, and from what I
was able to gather he came from somewhere in the southern part of the peninsular. I remembered a little llomer, and I often tried stray words on
him. but my pronunciation of the
Greek of ancient Athens was not tinGreek of .lim I'ardas, and. although lie
to

recognized attempts at his own tougtuoftentimes the meaning of the
words, it was not until we discovered
to
a system of writing that we began
that
tret along. Mixed in with tin· coal

and

li.'iil ht't'ii blasted down ny πιο sum
lirvrs tlic night before we occasionally
found strips of white paper from ttie
We always saved these
cartridges.
mil! laid them beside our dinner pails,
and when the car was tilled and we
hail sat down again in the unlet beside
the traek we would take our pit lamps
linout of our caps and. rubbing our
oil and coal
gers in the greasy gum of
dust that formed under the lamp spout,
words with our
we would write Greek
Angers on the white strips of paper.
Jim knew some English—the word

(lit· path of tin» least Persian·»· ami
"short circuiting." niitiny ··»Τ whole
sciions of tlit· mini·, tin·»·· «vas ar
ranged a system of doors \* 11 i< -1 ■ ηί·γι·
npenwl to allow the train* and ; limine c ars to pass and ·· ommI again
As an
when they had none throi ah.
additional precaution to take .are of
this
ilfcblood
circulation. without
which work in the iiiine would I..· un
possilile, inspectors. whose «111 f ν it was

to measure the strength of the eurrent
ami to inspei't the doors ai d stoppings
to see that no part of tl e mine escap-

ed the cleansing draft, passed eon
stautly from ρ\·..·ο to place. testiim for
the presence of mis with their safety
lamps and ever measurim; the volume

and flow of the air current.
And through all this vast system of
tunnels ran the trreat
ndcrcround
electric railway, with its | iw h -inuiiig
wire, its switching stations. it* sid
in^s and its main licit line. Small
electric locomotives in the various out
lying se. tions of the mine gathered tin
loaded cars from the rooms \* here they

tilled |»v the loaders and made
up the trains on sidings near the mailbelt line. All day long the l ime tliii
te«*n ton locomotives gathered these
trains and dragg«*d them past the seal·
house, where Old Man Ha ν is checkeu
were

up the welvht of the loaded cars to
each man's credit, to the great pit between the rails at the foot of the hois!
in? shaft, where half naked, blackened
<!ri»eks beat open the hopper bottoms
ami dropped the coal down into the
waiting bins helmv. and from the Pins,
with automatic regularity, giant buck
ets.'Nr ".-kips." lifted the coal tlk! feci

upward to the open air and then lift;
feet more to the top of the tipple tow
it
er, where, like a tumbling torrent,
[toured down over the sorting screens
into the railroad cars beneath.
There were -ton men on the day shift,
and the loaders were, for the most

part. Kiiltrariaiis ami Wrecks.
spoke English. and few had Itceii
years In America.

l ew

m my

Some worked and

mllEIlK

comparatively

"Utile l>ick." Interpreter, spoke teu
When lie was
tongues and read V irgil
•trunk you might aiiess that lie had
iieeii once a gent, -man and that there
was a reason for his lea ν i us Australia
Hull tfubriet} vulgarized him
in every tunnel ran the long, thin
>lpe along the rail through which
âme the compressed air to drive the
The air in
.iii drills of the night shut

rhe room headings was supposed to ue
κ id enough for men to work in if it
free from gas. but sometimes
was
when the smoke from the pit lumps
and the smells of sweat and gar
ie and the fine clouds ot coal dust

tin t rose against the roof with every
•hoveiful made it runk and choking
ve would take our picks and. working
hold
.oose the valve In the air pipe
Hir hands and faces in the strong, cooi
stream that seemed to come, driven
by au unknown |»ower. from a world
ι

above.

The temperature In η mine is about
the same year In and year out cooi lu
summer and warm In winter in com
parlson to the outer air. But when the
exertion of lal»or brought the sweat
streaiuiug out from every pore the wa-

ter In our dinner buckets seemed
sometimes almost too warm to drink,
and It was Jim who taught me to loosen the valve on the air pipe and. prop
plug my dinner bucket with a chunk
of coal against the vent, chill the wa
ter with a blast of compressed air

we loaded, and one
ureat pile of coal that
had Ih-cm -ii if down by the night men
shoveled into the cars and
had hf(
drugged ::>' ■!> and we had attacked
I blocks at the head ot the
the loose
room wiih mr picks there was a hol-

Dim

day

aftei

when

day

Hi··

low soi m · and a minute later ni.v pick
struck through. and we found that we
had broken Inb· th·· heading of a room
driven from another entry in the opposite direction from ours, and half an
hour later we were talking to two
Greeks who had climlied through llie

opening.
fTO BE ΓΟΝΤΙΝΠΚυ.1
Floral Death Legends.
By tin» Mexicans marigolds ire

known

dentil doners from tin «·v<··»»·«!in-.-I%
appropriate legend that the* sprang n*»
un tile ground stained by the life !·!«>.<]
of those who Γ·ΊΙ victims t<< the lo·. ·· of
gold and cruelty of the early Spanish
settlei*
Among the Virginian tribes,
too. red « lover was supposed to have
the
>1)1*11111,' from mid to lie colored |»y
blood of the red man si in in battle
In a similar
with the while invaders
manner the red poppies will· h followed
the plowing of the Held of Waterloo
were said lo have sprung from the
as

Mood of the killed and wound.-d !:i that
famous battle. According lo tradition
the Punish invasion is the ranse of (lie
daneweed. a eoaiNe, aslcraceous filant
onitnon in Knglnud, as it sprang from
the bio·><| of Itaiies slain in battle, and
If cut on a certain day In the year It
bleeds. The dwarf elder, for the same
reason. Κ called daneuort and daueblood.- Sut urban l.ile.

witli a small block près*
the screwdriver, at tin
am
same time turning the screwdriver
the block. The screw will come out almost as easily as if the head were inhead, and

tact.
A

Profligate.

"I am afraid my husband is leading a
double life."
"Heavens! What has aroused your

suspicious?"

"lie sueaUed ."ill cents out of his pay
■uvelope last week and tried, when I

little

Each morn-

entered our room
ing
we made a rough test for gas.
some
for occasionally during the dlght
door down In the eutry was accidentalas

per laces to our u.edle> ot nations
'i'he head men were Americans. ScotchI can reuieuiber
meu and Kuglisliineii.
"Uncle Jlnimy" wept ou the
how
t'*ourth of Jul) « tu ii ihc band played
"Dixie" and how ipiiel steel ey»*d Sau
dy would take his tiddle illarry duller had been in St Louis that winteri
and, marching up and down the litt.'e
parlor ot his house stroke out with no
lender touch, hut with a wealth of feeling. "I l.ove a Lassie

lirinly against

lampwick.

was

(Mice or twice oil Ureek church day»
white starched kilts and braided
.acketo ot .Macedonia gave color to the
dingy streets, and oiice came a half
lozeii Kgyptiaus who added their coplie

To Remove a Orol'.en Screw.
One ofien iiNpliics |o remove a screw
with one side of the head broken off.
Πι»· following is a method of drawing
and
ont the broken screw with east
without distigiiring the work: l'lace the
screwdriver against one side of the

off. stick
rude knot and breaking it
of
the skein of wick down the spout
remained
end
the
until
only
the lamp
lid on
in sight. Next, liftine the little
with
the top, we would till the body
was thoroil. shaking it until the wick
would burn.
oughly soaked so that It

in the mine.

would tind them loading all the empty
that they could timl and leaving
late at night to retire alone to the corner of the room at the bounding house
in which they iived.

<ars

Vire nails, though originally a French
'iveiilion. were brought to perfection
ii the I'niled States.

ed low I wjuld take out of my poeket
like
the round ball of lamp wick, and,
we
old women with a skein of yarn,
Ids
would wind back and forth from
strands of
fingers to my own sixteen
a
and then, tying the end in

gas

mine on the earliest shift in the morn·
in?, worked all day lone, enraged and
clamoring for ears it the,» did uot receive empties Imuiedutelj. ami sotuetlmes the traek meu on the night shift

Nails.
America has the honor of having
uiade the tirst «·ιιι nails, toward the
•los»> of the eighteenth centnry. Before
hat nails were made by hand, and
t'eir mai.nfaeinre was a household In
bin
!:>siry. Cut nails are made by inn·
the proper
ry troin plates rolled t<>
ί·Ι(Ιι and thickness. They may lie
iiadc of steel or of malleable iron.

for eoul, car. loader—and he learned
me
that my name was Joe and called
some"my friend" and "buddy." Then
times after the fascination of writing
sit
words had worn away we would
for the
still and listen to the gas or
approach of the motor, and sometimes
when the wirks in our lamps had burn-

CHAPTER III.
An Underground City.

rubbing his Ktouiiicb with oue bund,
Thees place ιιυ
told liim. "Me si<-k.
jot steam: no can work." and demand·
•ni that he be allowed to leave the
mine. There were others who would
work at night in addition to the day
if they were permitted. Au old Kus·
sian and hi* son. who would enter the

we

short
ly left open, and the air current,
eircuited. might fall to reach up Into
the room and clean out the ever gener-

left the

en-

Ptiolii liy

American l'iess

Association.

The Loaded and "Trimmed'' Car.
saved in order t«» return at u future
•lay to the old country and purchase
with their earnings an acre or two that
would give them a position in the little
village of their birth. Others plodded
remittances to
on, sending monthly

found it out. to make me think he had
iloiie il by mistake." Chicago Record·
Herald.
His Comparison.
Maud—80 Jack compnvd me ulln
something sweet, did he? The dear
fellow! What was it? Marie I don't
< Hi. do
liiink I should tell you. Maud
Marie Well, he referred to
I insist.

gas. And so as we
from our
yon as "Hie human marshuiallow."
try we would take our lamps
one before the oth*»:;d laid the powder on
caps and, walking
families ami hoping against hope You certainly
their
us and
thick, dear. Boston Transcript
return.
er. holding tlieiu out before
Home
day
too.
might
heads, that they.
slowly tilling them above our
with less strong ties of home
of blue Others,
Politeness.
watch to see If a sudden spurt
and country, spent their earuiugs
a
disPoliteness is a quality that enables
dame from the pit lamps would
on gay clothes from the
prodigally
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that
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burst able to earn twice
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soft
suddenly into a
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hie to run tbe locomotive.
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that puffed out against the roof ly
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afternoon Big John preNew York
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from
a
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twice
the uien anticipated, and
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THE OXFORD BEARS.

The four-act drama "Home Tie»" was

presented before a good sized audience
Wednesday evening, at Grange Hall.
The play is bright and olean, with plenty
of pathetic situations, Indicative of home
life, and yet tbe comedy parts are strong
enough in each scene to receive great
applause and keep tbe audience in a

THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
Paris HOI.

of laughter. It is seldom that a
drama is ever presented here, that the
entire cast are so admirably suited to
their individual parts, and all are receiving compliments on tbe maimer it was
given, as there was no delay through
was
Excellent music
tbe evening.
furnished during the evening, consisting
of piano duets by Mrs. G. I. Burnham
of South Paris and Miss Delia Lane of
West Pari», solo by Dana Grover with
Mrs. Grover accompanist, solos by Allan
J. Keaney and H. K. Tuell, with Mrs.
Each number
tinrnbam accompanist.
responded to an encore. Ice cream,
homemade candies and popcorn were on
sale. After the drama the young peo
pie enjoyed a sociable antil twelve
o'clock. Mrs. C. E. Chase played tbe
piano for the games. The committee
have received several invitations to reroar

Kaptlet Church, Bev. β. W. T. Hill, pa»·
tor.
I'reachlDg every Sunday U 10.-45 A. H.
Sunday School at 12. Sabbath evening service
at 7 -Ht.
frayer Meeting Ttaurwlay evening at
Covenant Meeting the last Friday before
7 JU.
All
the let Sunday of the month at 2:30 P. M.
not otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
First

On
nerve

Tuesday evening the ladies will
a cbicken pie supper at Gumming*

hall. After the «upper members of Pari·
AurE>tl»UUTi:-All legal advertisements II Grange will present the farce, "Popping
SO
for
$1
Insertions
are given three consecuUve
Everyone cordially invited
1 by Proxy."
conper Inch In length of column. Special
to come, bring something for the supper
tract» ma'le with local, transient au>l yearly
aud bave a good time.
■dnMkMi
Robert Davis bas moved from tbe farm
I
electric
faut
■—1New
presees.
:ob Pkintinu
type,
sold to a rent in the Joseph
anil low price· he recently
power, experience·! workmen
I
Slattery house.
combine to make thl* department of oar bual
neeo complete and popular.
Gyrus Thurlow of Gardiner was the
guest of his daughter, Mrs. Fred Shaw,
last week.
M M.l 1 COPIES.
Mrs. C. P. Harlow went to MassachuSingle copies of Thk I'kmocka γ are four cento
a visit with
each They will he malle<l on receipt of price by setts last Wednesday for
of
the
ronvenlence
patron» relatives.
Mrs. Fred Shaw takes Mrs.
the publishers or for
on
•Ingle copiée of each N*ue have been placed
Harlow's place in the poet office during
•ale at the following place* In the County :
her absence.
Howard's Drug Store.
•Jouth Paris,
Sewton Cummings narrowly escaped
ShurtletTa Drug Store.
serious injury Saturday while preparing
Noye* Drug Store.
Norway,
stone'* Drug Store.
to unload some logs near tbe sled facAlfred Cole, Postmaster.
Buckflel.l,
Mr* Harlow, Poet Office.
tory at South Paris. Ile stepped in front
Paris Hill.
Samuel T. White.
Went Pari.*,
of the horses to back them and they
started ahead pinning bim between the
yoke and a pile of logs. He was considNEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
erably jammed across tbe abdomen and
was talceo to a doctor's office where it
Kuy Your Horse a Blanket.
was found that no serious injury bad
New Embroideries.
Tne Coming of Spring.
been indicted although he will be laid
Parte Trust Company.
up for a few days.
tiood Clothes for little Price*.
Mrs. J. B. Drake was prostrated at her
Sale of Mtllloerv.
home in tbe Whittemore District SaturReal Estate for Sale.
I.adv Wanted.
Dr. Littlea shock of paralysis.
of North day by
Insurance Company
statement
tield and a trained nurse are in attendAmerica.
ance.
'iet Kgg*.
Your party Invitation».
Peter P. Chase, who died in Monroe,
Notice of Appointment.
Wis on the 6'h inst., at the age of ΤΘ
years, was a native of Paris, son of Kev.
For a New Court House at Rumford. Sibley Chase, am) a brother of Mrs. AdaAnion); the measures introduced in line M. Hammond, widow of H. E. Hamthe legislature on the last day nominally mond, of this town.
Mrs. Ε Η. Jackson his closed her
allowed for the reception of private and
special législation wax a bill provid home and went Monday to Boston for a
iritt fur the building of a court bouse at few weeks.
Frank 11 Andrews of Maiden, Mass.,
Kutnford jointly by the county of Oxford and the town of Kumford. This visited his parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. S.
bill, which was referred to the judiciary Andrews, for two days last week. Mr.
Andrews is team superintendent for the
comiriltee, is in full as follows:
Family
Laundry of Maiden, having
charge of ten teams run by the laundry.
An acr tu authorize County CommisPAKTH1IH»K DISTRICT.
sioners of Oxf<>r<1 County and the MuniMr. Dana Harlow of Buckfield has
cipal Officers of the To«u of Kumford to
provide a building it Rumford for Coun- b 'Ught the John Chaplin farm in this
neighborhood, and moved there the past
ty Court and Municipal Purposes.
lie it enacted by the People of the week.
Mrs Croteau'smother, Mrs. Pomerley,
Sta'e of Maine, as follows:
The County Commissioners has been quite sick. Dr. D. M. Stewart
Section I
of the County of Oxford and the munici- of South Paris attended her.
A. M. Kyerson has sold his apples to
pal officers of the town of Kumford in
said county are hereby authorized and as Klmer Twitchell <>f Oxford.
W. M. Daniels of West Minot called on
so<>n as mav be
hereafter, shall proceed
jolt» » I ν to acquire a suitable lot of land his uucle, William Mason, one day this
in said town of Kumford and to construct week
Robert Davis has moved his family to
and maintain thereon a building suited
to the needs of the County of Oxford for Paris Hill into the Joseph Slattery bouse.
Mr. Will Parlin is hauling pine lumber
Court purposes and to the town of Kumto South Paris.
ford for municipal purposes.
land
and
of
cost
Sect. 2. The
expense
Greenwood·
and construction of buildings shall be
borne equally by the (
îty of Oxford
It is quite evident that Jack Frost has
and the town of Kumford, and the cost been making ice
pretty rapidly here in
and expense of the ma reoance, repair New England, and
possibly so far west
and general upkeep shall be borne in as the Uudson River, butcold as it is
equal shares by the Couuty of Oxford there is one happy thought, in two
and the town of Kumford.
weeks the month comes in that "beareth
In order to provide funds for the
Sict. 3.
gentle name of spring," however
of
the county's share in the purchase
cold aud stormy the weather may be.
of
such
buildand
the
construction
land
The selectmen are nearly through
ing, the County Commissioners are here- wirh their town business, being someof
issuance
raise
the
to
authorized
by
by
what delayed on account of sicknees.
interest bearing county bonds or otherMr». A. S. Brooke has at last succeedwise, a sum of money not to exceed ed in hiriug a girl, and it is hoped that
twenty five thousaud dollars.
now she will spend two weeks in visitSect. 4. In order to provide funds for ing friends, all of whom will be glad to
in
share
the
Kumford's
the town of
pur- see her.
chase of land and construction of buildThe cold weather and small quantity
is
of
Kumford
the
town
hereby au- of hdow on the ground have caused
log,
interof
the
issuance
to
raise
thorized
by
many of the small streams to freeze to
est bearing town bonds, or otherwise as the
bottom, and thus make trouble by
the town may vote not to exceed twenty- overflowing.
tive thousand dollars.
Tbe other day as Daniel Bryant was
Sect. 5. This act shall not take effect working up stove wood over the chopif
he
until
hint Ktwn amirnved
the niaping block, assisted by his little six-yearjoriky vote of tbe legally qualified voters old grandson Leslie, tbe boy got his
at
a
town
meeting
present and voting at
band too near the ax, resulting in the
which this matter in properly before the loss of one-half of a forefinger of his
has
and
a
action
for
roeetiug
provisiou
right hand Soon after it was dressed,
been made by said towa for tbe raising of the little fellow was at play again wholly
tbe town'» share of mooey required for unconscious of tbe fact that tbe rest of
tbe purchase of laud and construction of bis life he will be minus one balf of a
budding not to exceed the euru ol fluger.
twenty five thousand dollars.
of last week, just
Tbe measles,

peat the play here, but
ing minstrel show is

Th· More·'· Prayer.
Bockflald.
To thee, my maeter, I offer my prayer;
were
Cole
and
Ellen
Julia
GUe
Misses
the
at
no
aervioe
«u
CongregaThere
end owe lor me, and,
from the Normal ! Peed me, water
:ional oharoh Sunday, Feb. 9th, M the it home over Sunday
irben the day's work le done, protide
at Farmlngton.
school
the
were
a
and
attending
delegates
a clean
pastor
dry bed and
Mr·. Lillian Benson of Wbltman.MM·., ι ne with «belter,
for me to lie down in
Bo;·' Conference In Portland.
wide
enough
I
itall
here.
relative·
been
with
M lee Florence Springer returned to baa
Deputy Sheriff Child· waa oalled to wmfort. be kind to me. Talk to me.
Panning ton Normal School Monday.
to
Always
Mr. Edward King and party hate gone North Buokfleld Wednesday evening
often mean· aa much to me
to take into custody a hone jockey who four voice
that l
;o Florida for a trip, and especially
Influence of u the relni. Pet me aomettmea, learn
the
under
waa
eomewhat
Mr.
where
of
Feelsmere,
earn more
more gladly and
had gone Into the brook on nay serre yon the
'busihave
Maine
other
and
people
King
ir,°k,»nd
Do not jerk the reins, and
M. A. Warren'· Intervale. He waa taken to lore yon.
ieas interests.
me when going up bill.
not
io
whip
reaud
to the oooler to pa·· the nfgbt
do
Harold Rich la ill with pneumonia.
Never strike, beat or kick me when I
Mra. Eli Stearns is in Portland to con- leased without trial.
what you want, but give
understand
not
Defenders'
of
observance
Union
The
,
lult a physician.
Watch
me a chance to understand yon.
Several from Bethel attended the Day under the auspice· of Warren Camp,
If I fall to do your bidding, see
and
that
mo,
all
wm
Sbriners' ball lo Lewiston.
har^e?D"sdaJ evening,
If something le not wrong with my
Lawrence Smith, son of Mr. and Mrs. could be desired from an artlatio, literary
ness or feet.
to
but
oratorical
and
owing
little
111
with
etandpolnt,
Seorge Smith, is still very
Do not oheck me so that I cannot have
the severe weather tbe attendance waa
If you Insist
hope for recovery.
Prince and Mr. A. P. the free use of my head.
A.
H.
Miss
email.
Feb.
beld
be
will
fair
The academy
so that I cannot see
Warren made good speeches and stirring that I wear blinders,
will
be
entertainment
and
an
given
20th,
me as It was Intended I should, I
the direction of patriotic music waa aung by a little more behind
ip the evening under
be careful that the blindera
aoas
Mr.
Purlnton
you
with
a
pray
than
quartet,
Mrs.
Eugene Vanderkerckhoven and
out from my eyee.
well
stand
companist.
Hiss Lucia Weed.
Do not overload me, or bitch me where
Saturday afternoon Russell S. Tuttle
Friday evening the Berlin Indépendme well
th0down passenger train wator will drip on me. Keep
ants played the Gould Academy basket
■hod. Examine my teeth when I do not
aud
Street
the
instantly
ftt
in
9
crossing
to
High
was
30
ball team, and the score
an ulcerated tootb, and
killed. A coroner'· jury was Impanel- eat, I may bare
favor of Goulds.
know, is very painful. Do not
held
which
tbat,
you
and
ed
Monday
hearing
of
cases
There are several
mumps.
or
Mr. Tuttle's death was pure- tie my bead In an unnatural poaitloo,
Mrs. Tristram Durell is cared for by a found that
flies
freed the railroad from take away my best defense against
and
accidental
ly
trained nurse.
off my tail.
Mr. Tuttle was a very well pre- and mosquitoes by cutting
The Y. M. C. A. boys had charge of blame.
I cannot tell you when I am tblraty, so
oi eiRhty-two years of age
ββ
the evening service, Sunday, Feb. 16.
ί™.*,0
cool water often. Save
and in full possession of all bis faculties, give me clean
from
means in
Bethel.

Weat Parts.

very promissoon to be given
under tbe same auspices it is not considered best to do so at present.
A very pleasing entertainment wax
given on Lincoln day by the West Paris
school. There was a good number of
visitors.
There was a quiet wedding at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. George W. Ridlon
Saturday evening, Feb. 8, when their
daughter, Bertha Agnes, wae united in
marriage with Chester T. Buck by Kev
D. A. Ball, pastor of tbe Universalis)
church. Only immediate relatives and
friends of tbe family witnessed the ceremony. Mr. and Mrs. Buck are highly
renpected young people and have tbe
best wishes of many friends for their
future happiness and prosperity.
The Good Will Society committees ou
tbe drama wish to express their thank*
to the cast, musicians and all those who
helped to make the evening's program a
as a

success.

A"'

There was a very
pretty wedding
service at the home of Miss L.-M.
Stearns Thursday afternoon, when Mr.
Albert E. Hamblin of Watertown, Mass.,
and Miss Augusta E. Ilammond of Paris
were united in marriage by Rev. J. H.
Miss
Little, using the ring service.
Hammond is well known in Paris, and a
host of friends will wish her and her

husband joy and prosperity

to

as

their home in MassachuMetts.

'on, of Ieeac "d Hosanna
Spauiding Tuttle and was born in West
Peru, Haine. He was a shoemaker by
trade and lived and worked tor many
years In Auburn. He came here to live
with his son, Chas. fl. Tuttle of this
town, several year· ago and bae been at
the store nearly every day during this
time. The funeral was held Monday
afternoon from bis late home, Rev. F.
a

β

they go M. Lamb officiating. Tuesday morning bands.
I try to
tbe body was taken to Mount Auburn
without a

MIDDLE INTERVALE.
"It goes BO fast, this life of oure,
We have no time for hate and strife—
But loving words, like perfumed flowers,
Make glad tbe rugged paths of life."

An Irishman was sitting In the
depot smoking when a woman came in
and, sitting down beside him remarked:
"Sir, if you were a gentleman you would
not smoke here." "Mum," he said, "if
you wuz a lady ye'd sit farther away."
Pretty soon the woman burst forth again:
"If you were ray husband, I'd give you
Joke:

cemetery in Auburn for burial in tbe
family lot where bis wife and daughter
are buried. A beautiful wreath was sent
from bis old neighbors in Auburn as a
testimonial of their esteem and sympa-

Mary C., the thirteen-year-old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Gardner
Miss

of Water Street, died at ber home SaturJohn F. Wood of Snows Falls remains
day
evening after a severe illness lasting
very ill. At tbe time of his being taken
The funeral was
tbree months
□early
ill Mrs. Wood was at West Paris coach
held from tbe bouse Monday afternoon
was
but
ing tbe drama, Home Ties,
at one ο clock, Rev. Mr.Lamb officiating
obliged to go home at once.
and interment was in the family lot in
Mrs. Guy A. Smith is ill with mumpf.
tbe village cemetery. Mary was a girl ;
Mr. and Mrs. George I. Burnham of poison." "Well, mum," returned the of unusual attractiveness and sweetness
South Paris were the guests of Mrs. Iriehraan, as he puffed away at his pipe, of
disposition, a âne scholar leading her
Burnham's brother, Frank L. Willis, "If you wuz my wife, (puff, puff,) I'd
school from which
ι class in the grammar
and family, Wednesday and Thursday. take it."
she was to have graduated tbe coming
A. Tobias of Boston has been here and
Much sickness is prevailing here from
June. A member of the Baptist Sunday
in this vicinity selling ladies' cloth.
colds and grippe.
School from her earliest years, and loved
We have just received a lovely valenMr. and Mrs. W. O. Bryant of SnowV
by old and young alike. Tbe esteem in
Falls have recently visited relatives in tine card from Mrs. Grace Bennett uf which she was held and the
sympathy of
some
mother
Her
ago
years
Norway.
Lynn, Mass.
neighbors and friends for her parents
The Ladies' Aid of the M Ε. chnrch was a pupil of the writer, and never will was
expressed in many acts of kindne·»
held i's annual meeting with Mrs. Ells- be forgotten for her good qualities and
during her illness and by beautiful floral
worth D. Curtis Tuesday, Feb. 11. The fine deportment In school.
for all of which Mr. and Mrs
Mr. Levenson of Rumford, dealer in offerings
following officers were elected:
Gardner wish to express their great apv
all kinds of junk, was here recently en
Pres.—Mrs. Minnie Curtis.
Mrs. Mabel Lane.
Vice-Pre#
route to Bethel village. He was heavily prédation.
WilThe infant son of Mr. and Mrs
See.—Mr#. Alice ForU.
loaded, with a good team and bad a very lard Pearl died Monday. The body was
Treae.—Mre. Mabel Lane.
Chairman of work committee— Mrs. Alice II. pleasant, honest looking face.
in the tomb.
Fold.
Wra. A. Bragg, our Grand Union Tea placed
Mr. G. B. Spauiding went to Boston
Tbe society is in a flourishing condition salesman, was here tbe 13th inet., the
Friday morning to be gone about a week
and has raised a good sum during the 11th being his day, but he waa detained
and taking In tbe Portland Auto Show
in
this
horse.
All
of
his
sickness
by
year.
on bis return trip.
Miss Bertha Penley was taken to the vicinity are glad to see him and buy his
Miss Alioe Nulty |g home from Canton
Central Maine General Hospital early goods.
on account of illnoes.
Eggs to day, the 13th, are 24 cents a
Saturday morning.
The Reading Club met with Mrs. Π
dozen. Corn 65 cents a bushel. Now
DaleSwift is ill with mumps.
Κ. Atwood Friday afternoon.
for
least
at
bens
aud
will
make
be
pay
lay,
The four-act drama Home Ties
your
Lamb went t0 Osslning,
presented for tbe benefit of Weet Paris their feed, keep them busy and be sure «· i·, Monday afternoon for a series of
and
in
their
ashes
have
coal
pen
public library at Dudley Opera House, they
meetings with Mr. E. A. Davidson. He
Bryant's Pond, Wednesday evening, Feb. oyster shells and bran. Give tliem corn will be gone three Sundays and Mr.
we
a
fresh
we
eat
When
at
Muwill
follow
tbe
A
dance
night.
10.
egg
play.
Der wil1 ""PP1* during bis
sic by Milliken's orchestra of Norway, know it is all right. Occasionally put
Admission 25c., children un- chopped onion and ground mustard in
4 pieces.
Mrs. Carrie Spauiding returned from
der 12 years 15c. Dancing 25c. per couple. their food In very cold weather. Fresh
Kumford Friday afternoon where she has
"Higbee of Harvard," rtcently present- water is very essential. Experience has been with Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Bisbee
ed with great success at South Paris and taught us these things. Is not experifor three weeks.
at Bolster's Mills, under the auspices (<f ence in raaoy ways better tban book
C. A. Roberts & Co. have made extenthe senior class of Paris High School, learning? Although both are all right.
sive
repairs in their store and contemA new baby girl has arrived at the
will be played here, by tbe same cast, at
plate still further improvements in the
Harold
Powers.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
of
home
uext
Friday evening.
Grange Hall,
Ten pounds, good weight and Une look- spring.
—

ing.

North Paris.

Without any desire to oppose really
needed court facilities, tbe Democrat
would call attention to some thing·* in
connection with this bill.
Locke'· Mills.
In tbe first place, it is provide*! that
Mrs Abbie Knight, wife of Moses
tbe act shall not take effect until ap
Knight, died at her home here, Feb. 9th,
proved bv tbe majority vote of tbe vot- of consumption. She bad been sick for
ers of
the towu at a town meeting
borne her suffer
a loug time, but bad
(doubtless of the town of Kumford, ings with fortitude, aud as she said,
though tbat m nor specified ) No refer
to
get well." She was the
endum is allowed to the people of the "trying
mother of three children, by a former
the
becomes
but
act
mandatory
county,
husband, William I.ang, who died in the
on the coiiuty commissioners as toon a"
artny. Two of the children died several
it is approve*] by the people of Kumford
She has been tenderly cared
years ago.
Tbe county now furnishes a room foi
fur during iter sickness by ber husband
the Kumford Municipal Court, and last
and her granddaughter, Mrs. Wesley
year paid tbe sum of $200 rent therefor
who have done all they could
Also the May term of Supreme Judicial Kimball,
Frank Osto make her comfortable.
Coer* 'or th*» county is bei<i at Kumford,
ber
good,
graudf-on, bas been especially
and has been for some years. For τ hie
kind to her. She is survived by her
also the county last year piid 3200 rent,
husband, one son, Charles Lang of Dormaking a total of $400 for rent of Kurn
chester, Mass., one brother and one sisford court rooms. The longest term ol
ter,and several grandchildren and great
May court bas been eight days, and tbe grandchildren.
was
at the
Funeral
shortest four days.
house Tuesday afternoon, and by her reIf a building were erected strictly
Rev J. H. Little of Bethel spoke
within tbe terms of the act, the expendi- quest,
words of comfort to the family and
the county for construction
ture of
frieuds. The flowers were beautiful,
would be $25,000, tbe interest on whicL
coming from relative*, and one very
annually at four per cent would be handsome
from neighbors. The
91000. To this half the running expense, bearers werspiece
Curtis Abbott, W. B. Rand,
repairs, etc., would add a number ol Charles Farrington and C. E. Stowell.
hundred more, so that, allowing a fan
The citsket wa« placed in the tomb cov
rent for tbe municipal court room, the
ered with the dowers she loved so well.
county would bo paving at the rate ol
Lawrence, little son of Mr. and Mrs.
somewhere botw«eu $150 and $200 pel
C. B. Tebbeis, has been very sick with
day for the use of a court room for th«
pneumonia, but at this writing is some
May term.
better. A trained nurse is caring foi
ΔΙ1 this on the supposition that th«
him.
cost is kept withiu the limit named.
Alfred Hobbs of North Bethel was a
There bave been cases where tbis has
recent guest of his cousin, Mrs. Abbie
been done, but everybody knows bow
Trask.
Oxford County now has
rare they are
Landlord Tuttle is having tbe hall at
a set of buildings which were to cost not
the bote! repaired. It ought to have been
When en
over thirty thousand dollars.
done long ago. What we need lo oui
tirely ready for the purposes for whict little
village is a good hall.
they were built they represented an ex
is on the sick
Mrs Frank llathorn
penditure of at least $4Λ,000. and as the) list.
stand at present they represent mon
Azel Bryant has been quite sick, but it
than $60,000 in construction.
Only
now on the gain.
chronic dyspeptic would say tbat wt
Harold Crooker of South Paris spent
bave not a set of county buildings which
Sunday with his parents.
are a crtdit to us, and worth what the]
Frank F. Graves of New Sharon wa*
have cost, but tbe cost is there just tbi
in town last week fitting glasses. Ht
same.
seems to understand his business.
There ate also some considerations ii
An auto passed through here Sunday,
favor of a building at Kumford, if th<
Fob. 9.
court is to be held there, such as tbi
present difficulty in finding suitabli I
East Sumner.
quarters, and the advantages whict
would be realized by a permanent habita
The New Century Pomona Grange tucl
tion. bu' tbe question is whether tbesi with Union Grange on Wednesday and
advantages are worth the great expense enjoved a very pleasant occasion. Quite
a large delegation came down from Cauton aud vicinity, and several from BuckMere and There.
tield, making a good attendance.
On Friday evening the school
in
of Miss Esther Eastman gave an
Congress has at last got around t( charge
entertainment
at
Grange Hall.
pass a law prohibiting the shipment ο
On
evening a delegation ol
intoxicating liquor into prohibitioi tbe Thursday
of
Pythias from South Paria
Knights
state*, which will become effective in t
visited the lodge at East Sumner.
few months. Advocates of license sai
Rhv F. M. Lamb is away fur λ few
that tbe law must now stand tbe tost ol
weeks in New York, assisting Rev. Mr.
constitutionality, and that congress hat Davidson in revival work.
Rev. Mr. Mcauthority to regulate commerce betweec Gown of Turner is to
supply the pulpit
the states, but bas no right to destroy It
during Mr. Lamb's absence.
However, we can wait with equanimity
On Saturday, Union Grange by Invitafor the decision of the court on thai
tion visited Mountain Grange at North
point.
Bucktield.
The many sick ones seem to be ImCruel fate, for a power boat witb proving of late.
such a name as Davy Jones to be barnl
East Bethel.
up on land, instead of resting peacefully
at tbe traditional home of Davy Jones,
N. F. Swan is the guest of relatives at
But Berlin and
at the bottom of the deep blue sea.
Milan, Ν. H.
llolman Day should have known better
Ζ W. Bartlett viaited at Berlin, Ν. Η
than to name a boat Davy Jones anyway. last week.
John Howe entertained a party of his
young friends at whist last Saturday
A recent newspaper article regarding evening.
Miss Elsie Bartlett has returned from
the candidacy of Hon Cyrus W. Davis
for collector of internal revenue says: a visit to Auburn and Auguata, where
"Although Mr Davis has been a leading she was the guest of Hon. D. R. HastDemocrat in this state for many years, ings and family.
Alder River Grange held their regular
this Is only the second time he has asked
for public office." Then it immediately session Friday evening tbe 14th. Several
goes on to say tbat he served two terms applications were presented. A Lincoln
as mayor and two terms as representa- and valentine program was well presenttive in tbe legislature, and was twice I ed. Friday evening, Feb. 21, thia grange
candidate for governor—besides failing I wdl present the farce, "Out of Town,"
to mention that he served a term as I which will be followed by a social dance
>
secretary of state. Out of tbat list, with good music. A baked bran and
which do you suppose was tbe other pastry supper will be served daring intermission.
time tbat be asked for office'.'

j

Mrs. Emily Field and Mies Doris Field
arrived home Feb. 3d, after a visit of
several week* in Prospect Harbor aDd
Addition. They visited Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Peterson, formerly of this place,
and found them pleasantly situated and
Mrs. Peterson much improved in health
Wm. Cushman is at work in Bryant's
Pond. He is driving A. B. Abbott's team.
Miss Edith Stevens has been sick with
a cold.
D. B. Graves and a friend from Massachusetts are here on a fishing trip.

Bryant's Pond.
Mrs. Emma Κ Estes, who died at the

West Bethel.
"Then came cold February sitting
In an old waggon for he could not ride,
Drawne of two tlehe«, for the season fitting.
Which through tbe flood before did softly elyde,
And swim away; yet had he bv his side
His plough and harness flt to till the ground
And tools to prune the trees, before tno pride
did make them burgeon round."
Of lasting

prime

Spenser.

"February—foitnlghte two—

Briefest of the months are you,
Of the winter's children last;
Why do you go by so fast?
Is It not a little strange
Once In four years you should change,
That the sun should shine and give
You another day to live?
Maybe this Is only done
Since you are the smallest one;
So I make the shortest rhyme
For you. as befits vour time;
You're the
of the year,
A nd to me you're very dear.
Just because you bring the line,
••Will vnn hA mv*val«ntlnft?M

baby

Clear, cold and windy.

Winter weather is now with us.
C. E. Tolman of South Paris was in
thin village last week.
held in
Another social dance was
Grange Rail Saturday evening.
Charles P. Reed of Canton was in town
last week on hie annual peddling trip.
A large amount of birch and maple
bolts is being piled in the mill yard of
Rolfe Brothers.
North Stoneham.
Hay seems to be plentiful, but very litJohn Adarae, who has been working
tle has yet been pressed for shipment.
Mrs. L. D. Grover is quite ill, and Mrs. around Farrington A Mclntire's mill in
Elsina Coffin is her nurse and housekeep- Stow, is laid up with a lame back.
H. R. Andrews of North Lovell is cuter.
Dr. J. A. Twaddle has two men em- ting pine for H. B. McKoen.
Maud McAllister visited ber daughter,
ployed in cutting pine and spruce from
his land, and one man with a team is Mrs. Eva Richards at East Stoneham,
Saturday night, and attended the K. of
hauling the logs to the mill and river.
Station agent Reid is moving here P. installation.
Austin Warren has finished hauling
from Locke's Mills to take the place of
Myles O'Reilly, and relieving agent strips, and is at work on the road across
the mountain.
Cormier will go to Locke's Mills.
Kezar Lake Orange had a dance and
Robert L. Bennett has a number of
teams
to the bank of oyster supper at their hall Valentine

Maine General Hospital Feb. 9tb, was a
native of our village.
She was the
daughter of Charles VV. and Mary Aldrich
Swan. She married Hiram A. Estes who
was killed on the Knmford Falls railroad
For the last ten
some twelve years ago.
years Mrs. Estes has made it her home
in Portland with a sister, Mrs. Frank W.
Ford. Besides a mother, three sisters
hauling pine logs
survive her. The remains were brought
the Androscoggin River for R. L. Melchhere Tuesday for burial in Lakeside
er of Rumford.
Cemetery.
M. Myles O'Reilly is now able to walk
Mrs Florence Cushman and daughter
to the stores and railway station, but
Elsie are visiting friends in Grafton.
will never return to his former tied-up
The largest load of pulp wood ever de- life should
he fully regain his health.
livered at this station was hauled from
Hill
CushThursday by George
Billings
Hebron.
The load
man with one pair of horses.
Norman
Richardson was at home
measured four cords.
Charles Gray, who recently died in the from Bates Saturday and Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Richardson and
a
Freuch hospital in Lewiston, was
former resident of Woodstock. He was Mrs. il. A. Cufhmau went to Poland
the son of the late Austin A. and Sarah Corner Monday to be present at the
golden wedding of Mr. and Mrs. El-

Gray.

bridge Kuight.

North

Wednesday

Waterford.

Mrs. Sirah Perkins died Feb. 11th at
the residence of her son, Winfleld Perkins, with whom she had madehar home
for several years. She had made many
friends here, and was loved by all who
knew her. The deceased would have
been 80 her next birthday, which was in
March. Mr. Tarbox of Harrison carried
her remains to New Hampshire, where
her husband is laid at rest.
Daniel Lebroke, au aged and respected
citizen of this place, died Feb. 8th at the
home of his daughter, Mrs. Ε J. Paige.
He had been m failing health nearly all
winter, but was confined to his bed one
week. He was 95 years and 25 days old.
The funeral was held Tuesday, Rev. W.
B. Hague officiating. The deceased left
five daughters, two sons, grandchildren,
and great grandchildren and great-greatgrandchildren. He was laid at rest at
Bisbee'own.
Ellsworth Field had tho misfortune to
break both bones in bis leg below the
knee, beside bruising it very badly. Dr.
Bradbury of Norway assisted Dr.
Coolidge in dressing it.
Steohen McAllister of North Lovell is
visiting his sister, Mrs. Ο. E. McAllister,
who is very sick.
Mrs. Newell Andrews is quite sick.
Winfred Knight took a party of the
Odd Fellows to Norway in his auto
Thursday night to attend the district
meeting there. Herman Holt also took
a load with his horses.
Mrs. M. J. Bisbee, who has had the
grippe, is getting better.

Hastings.

Arthur Foster has

completed

bis work

here and retarned to bis home in Paris.
Mrs. Pat Maley gave a birthday party
Saturday evening, the 8th. Though a
cold windy night, a goodly crowd gathered and spent a pleasant evening leaving

many tokens of regard. Light refreshments were served.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Daley are the
happy parents of a 12 pound baby girl,
Norma.
Mrs. M. R. Hastings and daughter left
Saturday for a few weeks' visit in Auburn.
Nearly every one is sick with grippe
colds, Mrs. J. J. McMillin and Flora
being two of the victims.

Kdgerly

Colby College Notes.
Waterville, Me., February 15—Colby
college's musical clubs made their first

appearance in Waterville, Friday evening, in the City Opera House. Tbe
olubs this year number some exceptionally talented young men, including Bertram Loane, Ί3, of Fort Fairfield, reader,
and George Prat», '14, of Corning, Ν. Y.,
violinist. The glee club and orchestra
are strong features.
Contestant in the Murray prize debate,
to be held here in March under the aus*
Ices of Colby's record debating class,
ave juat been announced by Professor
Herbert C. Llbby, as follows: Leo G.
Sbesong, MS, Greenville Junction; David
Jack, '14, Winslow; Rn^er A. Putnam,
Ί5, York Village; Charles H. Jones,
Waterville; Robert Bo wen. '14, Water-

Ε

ville; John Wells, '13, New Britain,

Conn.

Tbe alternates are Jason McClin-

tock Hagan, '13, Westbrook.

for tbe winning team is

$75,

The prize

Martin J. Judge, a man about 60 years
of age, committed suicide by shooting in
Portland Thursday. He bad been despondent over his own illness and that
of bis wife.

Present indications point to the harvesting of an old-fashioned ice crop on
the Keunebec river, the largest since
1900. The past week bas made ice, and
the American Ice Co. will put it in.
Coming in oontact with a 2300 volt
wire in the Port Halifax power station
at Watorville Wednesday Pred Kelley,
aged 24, was electrocuted. He bad been
employed seven yean. He was married

Th· Way

a

SeWoman of Montenegro

lected

Husband.

a

The eho wing for the coming season certainly Indicates a wealth of
wishes uol
thei.<Uintj
Tbe Montenegrin woman
the ti imminee
We we showing many exclusive designs and dainty pattern».
but
men,
of
E»ery.
>nly to be the mother
of women. And prices are
most
the
attract
and
particular
η
high
,inc
to
charm
to
jj
attract,
wife of a man. She holds
we
Lave
ever
been
be
than
able
to
offer
will
attractive
more
before.
j, e too, really
landed husband, to one who
master in his own bouse.
wooing of
Here Is tho story of the

Value 29c yd. 18 inch Flouncing in six different
Sordanue:
atterne, very firm embroiderydaughtui I
Gordanne was the beautiful
dnficial value 12 l-2c yd. 4 in. embroidery on tine matewenHer suitors
Df an innkeeper.
wed.
12 patterns that are very deeireable.
and It was time for her to

Special

ial,

many,
her choice union*:
She promised to make

them all

three suitors and summoned
to her father's house.
and eraFirst It was a youth gloved
at Cutratted who during a week end
of city
Lacea hold a very important place in this season's program; and nor purchuu
taro had acquired the elegancies
with a poview. Allover lace» are to be my
ave been made with that idea In
life. "Excuse me," he said,
popailr
as she met him
both in fine and heavier qualities
bat
varieties
his
in
of
shown
are
large
lite doffing
renise lacee
Vil.
"Will you let me 8 nd Torchon lacee are prettier than ever and we are showing almost an
at the doorwny.
eodlcn
as
but
aside,
pass?" Gordanne stepped
ariety of the newest patterns.
"You will
she did so she murmured,

NEW LACES

be my husband."
farmer,
The second, a comfortable
"Let me in," he said,
was less i>olite.
shall
One lot of Silke in
pushing past tho girl. "Neither
to
me wife," said the girl
call
ever
you
ί nd stripes and a few
herself.
yd.
notb ι lew patterns,
Then came the third, who said
never

mothers

Ezekiel Hlnee of Meadowvlew was at
Bernard Putnam's over Sunday.
Elder Osborn, who has been holding
meetings at the school bouse, has returned to Fairfield.
Mildred Tracy of Dixfield was at Elbridge Child's Sunday.
Grafton Gordon was at his home here
over Sunday.
He works in Auburn.
nerman Fuller is cutting cord wood
for Lucius Lovejoy.
The grange will repeat by request the
Scroggins Divorce Case this Wednesday
evening. It is worth seeing, the writer
can tell you.

The Domestic Economist.
There are other housewives who are
as calculating as she who is celebrated
not
in the Manchester Guardian, but
to carry
many of them huve the daring

Judged

tones, "haven't I

exactly?"

your

burned It In the stove.

"Waal,

we

was

enjoyln'

our

We have been
we

at

$6.00

to

a

garment.

proportionate

reduction.

at 20

the time you need it most.

just

Fur Coats Marked Down

If you have been waiting for the cut prices NOW IS VOL'R
TIME for the sooner you come the greater the number of Coats
will have to choose from.

you

Buy

a

FUR CAP TOO, they

are

marked down

Other Garments in the Sale

rain. Mrs. Β.—1 lent your umbrella to
Mr. Sweetferu last night BorrowesWhat in thunder did you do that for?
Didn't you know it wae blsir Spare

More Trouble Coming.
Ambulance Surgeon—Cheer up! Tou
are not going to die! Motorist (looking
at wrecked machine)-I don't know

about that. That was my wife's auto.
—Chicago News.

This Will Interest Mothers.
Mother Gray'· Sweet Powders for children
relieve Feverlshnese, Headache, Bad Stomach,
Teething Disorders, move and regulate the Bowels and destroy worms. They break up colds In
24 hours. Used by mothers for 22 years. All
druggists 25c. Sample Free. Address, A. 8.
3-6
Y.
Oimetcad, Le Roy,

North)

too.

are

PONTIACS
REEFERS

LAMB COATS
BEACH COATS

ODD TROUSERS
KNEE PANTS

Moments.

F. H. Noyes Co.

Norway

(2[Stores)

South Paris

^epreparedforStckness
and Death. Make your Will.

Let

us

keep

it

safe.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania·
ASSETS DEC. 31,1912.
291,875 00
«
Real Estate
238.·β5οο
Mortgage Loans
14.19C.49J 08
Stocks and Bonds,
1,298,192 43
Cash In Office and Rank,
1,636307 75
Agents' Balances

Bills Receivable.
Interest an<l Rents,.
All other Assets,....
Gross Assets,
Deduct Items not

26.950 40

98,4«2 37
81330 52

$ 17,W·,551 57
17,712 48

admitted

Admitted Assets
LIABILITIES DEC.
Net

Unpaid

Losses

Unearned Premiums,

All Other Liabilities
Cash Capital,
Surplus over all Liabilities

$ 17,851,839 09
31.1912.
1.341.000 no
7,583.248 59
920.980 50
4 ooo.ooo oo
4.000,000 00

Eggi

profit» greatest.
Every healthy hen
will lay when give»»

|

/

j#>

\

'

Λ

VHo GET5 the Monet
"fou Earn 9

Wr-o-s,

l)o you know what a "Trust
o«ii

</o for you?

Company"

is

EXECUTOR, ADMISISTRATOK,
or
Receiver, Assignee, Guardian,
ex;i*
your
It you appoint an individual
do not know who will
dies then
as

TRUSTEE,

Agent.

Tou» money back if
It fall·"
In small" oka·.;
p a
fI.Z6j

ecutor and he

you
If you aj>j)oint our i rust
carry out your will.
know
Company as your executor, then you will
that somebody Λνΐιο is capable and responsible
will attend to your affairs.
Come in and consult us now.

ft·.

JW-ib. bag, U.
MO-page poultry book
by maJl.
s
Pratt·
Profit-sharing Booklet
4c

Farrar Bros.

LADY

"/'//

We act

f&ZSL, ι

Do YOUR

WANTED

banking

Wo pay 2 per cent interest

with US.

check account.

on

Savings Department Connected with
BRANCH BANK AT BUCKFIELD, MAINE.

To Introduce our verv complete Spring line or
beautiful wool suitings, wash fabrics, fancy
watstlnga, silk, etc., hilkfs, laces and petticoats.
All up to date Ν. T. City patterns. Finest line
on the market.
Dealing direct wltl the mills
▼ou will And our prices low.
Prodis, $10.00 to
$80.00 weekly. Samples aud full Instructions
packed In a neat sample case shipped express
prepaid. No money required. Exclusive territory. Write for particulars. Be first to applv.
standard Dress Goods Company. Bent.
•ΙΟ, Blnghamtun, I*. Y.

PARIS

TRUST
SOUTH

PARIS,

COMPANY,

MAINE.

Reduction Price Sale
Of several lots of

Ladies' Boots and Oxfords
TO

just

promptly.

G. B.

&

Norway,

I

Maine.
i

CLOSE.

1 Lot Ladies' Revelation Patent Colt and Vici Kid
Bal and Blucher, broken sizes, regular $3.60 and $3.00
values for $1.98.

|

selling |

poultry.

large quantities

Companion.

as

per cent Discount

A Fatal Error.
Borrowes-Nellie. band me m.v am
brella, will you? It has commenced to

Fancy,

—

fraJes

Overcoats

and

Winter Underwear of All Kinds

dinner

There was a moment's alienee. When
the conversation was resumed It no
Youth's
longer dealt with snakes.

good

Good Trades Left for You.

as

at a

yard.

layln' handy."

customers as

are

Youths' and Boys' Clothing Included in Sale

Sacrifice For Art's Sake.
"You say you have devoted your life
be
to art," said tbe man who tries to
polite, even when surprised.
"Yes," replied Mr. Cumrox. "I have
devoted myself to nil effort to become
rich enough to own α gallery of geuuStar.
ine old masters."—Washington

America.

satisfied

to

reduced in prices from $1.50

"Oh," replied the worldly wisp young
to
thing, "if mamma is really going
I'll go
pet all that alimony I guess
with her."—Brooklyn Life.

Company of

MAINE

Men's New Winter Suits

Right Up to Date.
"In regard to the custody of the
child," said the judge in handing down
"I'll
his decision in the divorce case.
herself."
let the young lady decide for

Insurance

ever

selling

Still there

ofiered.

Many Just

becomes more of a tine art—Exchange

'Land's sakes, Heury,' says Sary
I'm sure
Ann, 'what rooster's that?
the only one we've got Is right here on
the table—and he's In no condition to
crow.'
We have
received a carload of
"The minister and me. we hurried
and
Sifted, Yellow, Cracked
right out Into the chicken yard,
iture enough we heerd another crow, Corn for
We are
sort o' husky like, before we got there. this for
°f 'oo lbs.
^ag
$1.25
Per
"Waal. It was simple enough when ye
We are receiving
of
that
snake
The
think.
to
J'lnts
stop
had all j'lned together again, and when of grain now and can fill your orders
they couldn't find their own head they
Jest took the rooster's, wblcb I'd left
"

patterns, soft and fine.

new

Winter Ooods

unusual, and the minister was calliu'
for another heipln' o' chicken, when a
rooster began to crow out in the chicken

nc

Come to Our Sale of

appetites

general—or

cornes

At the village grocery the evening
Kossip lmd turned upuu snakes. There
had been the usual tales of deus of
reptiles unearthed by excavators, of

While
and kill our last rooster.
he was tioppln' round, as chickens do
with their heads off, he started up one
In no
of these pesky Joint snakes.
time 1 had bltn broke In two at every
joint I'd heerd tell, though, how they
go together again. If ye leave the
pieces layln' round, so I jest took the
piece with Mr. Snake's head on it and

all

Ginghams only

BARGAINS AT THE BLUE STORES

Left Handed Drinkers.
he
A commercial traveler says that
can identify members of his profession
habit
in the hotel dining rooms by their
of drinking their coffee "left handed.*'
have
He says that many traveling men
adopted this habit because when thej
fro:··
drink "left handed" they drink
the side of the cup that Isn't generallx
flu·
used. This is one of those customs
it l ivulue of which will lessen as
as dish wash In·,
more

The Pesky Joint Snake Cleverly Fooled
Uncle Henry.

yard

yd.

NORWAY,

off their frugality so triumphantly.
freAn excellent Manchester lady
but
quently invites her friends to tea.
she does not furnish her table lavishly.
all tin·
When her guests have eaten
realbroad and butter and cookies and
looks
ize that the meal Is over, she
brightly at the empty dishes.
"Well, now," she says, in triumphant

A RESOURCEFUL REPTILE.

hoop snakes taking their tails in their
mouths and rolling rapidly down bill,
utul the like.
Through It all "Uncle
Ilenry" Carpenter sut silent, with a
look of tolerant superiority upou bis
faee.
"Have you ever had any experiences
with snakes, Uucie Henry?" asked one
of the listeners.
"Waal, I did have a queer thing happen to me about thirty year ago," Un"The minister
cle Henry responded.
happened in to dinner one day, and
Sary Ann had me go to the chicken

2^c gcotcli

Special

Telegruph.

in London

Get

son, Elbridge
days
Charles Haines, who recently sold his
farm, has an auction this Thursday.

fine check

figured, mostly

4i£c

arm.
ing. but, seizing Gordanne by the
the house
flung her aside and entered
"That," sigh
as if already its master.
a true
ed the innkeeper's daughter, "is
Montenegrin. He is the husband for
are the
tne." Of such stuff, after all,
of heroes made.—Paris Letter

Wash Goods

Special

Silk

$ 17.831.839 09
Total Liabilities and Surplus
STUART W. GOODWIN, Agent.
night.
Norway, Maine.
Otis M. Riciurumok, Agent,
a year ago.
Oickvale.
Canton, Maine.
Mrs. Linas Libby was in Rumford
Rumfobd falls Insukanck Αοκνου,
The aocldental discharge of a rifle
Rum
ford Kails.
Tuesday on bualnees.
while he was lifting it from a sled in the
Mrs. Ida Putnam of Turner was the Maine woods on the
oaused the
8th,
week-end guest of her son and wife, Mr. death of
12-year-old Joseph Reed of Jay.
aud Mrs. Bernard Putnam.
_
The bullet entered the lad's head and be
Mrs. Viola Child is spending a few
during the season when
expired in a few minute·.
prices are highest and
Child.
with her

brothers' day at Hebron Grange. Visitors were present
from Minor, East Hebron, North Buckfield and Norway Granges. The program consisted of music, recitations,
readings, and an illustrated song, "Just
Before the Battle, Mother." Hebron
Grange Is famous for its good dinners
but the ladies outdid themselves on
Wednesday with good things too numerous to meution.
The day was fine and
the sleighing perfect.
Partners are harvesting their ioe this
week from A. G. Bowman's pond. The
Denmark.
ice is fourteeo inches thick, and of the
Mr. C. E. Cobb has returned from his
as
be*t
the
has
been
very
quality,
pond
trip to Tampa, Fla., where he haa been
kept clear of snow all winter.
the past few weeks.
Mr. Wm. Allen was in Portland last
Albany.
week.
Good cold winter weather. A squall
The schools will close for a two weeks'
of snow now and then for the wind to vacation Feb. 14.
with.
Town meeting two weeks from Feb.
play
Isaac Morrill is gaining so he was out 17.
to look after his lumber business SaturThe cold wave has closed many water
day, and again Wednesday.
pipes in this vicinity.
Miss Ida Haselton has been visiting
The big fire at Saco has stopped quite
her brother, Shirley Haselton, and fam- a number of loggers in this town.
ily; is now with her niece, Miss Plorence
Wheeler.
Acoording to the Macbias Union, "AbMrs. O. J. Cross has been sick,is better
sent Minded Abner" of one of the Bosnow.
Her granddaughter, Mias Cum·
ton papers has a rival In Macbiaa. The
mings, is with ber.
hauls
Mrs. Mabel Bartlett spent Sunday with Union says: "Ernest Miller, who
considerable
corn from the oars to the
her daughter, Mrs. Charlie Conner.
reIsaac Morrill haa sold his lot known a· grist mill, went to the oar one day
the Poster lot to Howard Coburn and oently and being so rattled over a runhe
Mr. Vail. They are bnilding a camp away horse which be tried to stop
drove to the mill and backed up to the
and will commence work soon.
door to dump the oorn. Being asked
where the corn was Mr. Miller admitted
Welchvllle.
that be was somewhat exoited and startThe Ladiea' Circle observed Lincoln'· ed
again to load bis cart."
birthday by appropriate exercises at
the church Wednesday evening.
SURPRISE YOUR FRIENDS.
The Sunday School of the M. E.
For four weeks regularly use Dr.
church haa been presented with a piano
King's New Life Pills. They stimulate
by Mrs. George Fields.
the liver, improve digestion, remove
Thomas Thurston bas closed his bouse
and will spend the remainder of the blood impurities, plmplea and eruptions
from your faoe and body and
winter in Portland with Mr. and Mrs. disappear
you feel better. Begin at once. Buy
John Burnbam.
The grippe and kindred ailments are at the drug store of the Cbas. H. Howard Co.
prevalent. Among those on the alok
list are Mrs. B. F. Dudley, Mra. Clayton
Doa't Gat All Baa Dtwa,
Lovejoy and Mra. R. P. Staples.
bave kidney or
Weak and miserable. If
Miss Emma Washburn baa returned to bladder trouble, headache, yon
pain· In the back,
ber work in Upton, Maaa.
feel tired all over and want a pleasant herb remMrs. Herbert Hooper of Weatbrook la edy, try Mother Gray's AROMATIC-LEAF,
Asa tonic laxative It hat no equal. All Dragrtsts,
caring for Mrs. David Staples, who la 60c. Ask to-day. Sample FREE. Address,
M
aiok with bronobial pneumonia.
The Mother Gray Co., Le Boy, Ν. Y.
was

carry you and your burdens
murmur, and wait patiently
for you long hours of the day or night.
Without tbe power to choose my shoes
or path, I sometimes fall on the hard
pavements which I bave often prayeda
might not be of wood but of such
nature as to give me a safe and sure footing. Remember tbat I must be ready
at any moment to lose my life in your
service.
And Anally, Ο My Master, when my
useful strength is gone, do not turn me
out to starve or freeze, or sell me to
some cruel owner, to be slowly tortured
and atarved to death; but do thou, My
Master, take my life in the kindest way,
and your God will reward you here and
hereafter. You will not consider me irreverent if I ask this in the name of Him
who was born in a stable. Amen.

and for tbe
losing aggregation, $25. This money
has been given annually for several years
by George Edwin Murray of the class of
1879, Florence, Mass.
News has been reoeived here of be
formation of another Colby Club, tbe
Chicago Colby Club, with about a dozen
members. Tbe members are from several of the classes from 1873 down to 1912.
Albion Small, 1876, was elected president, and F. W. Johnson, 1891, secreEast Waterford.
tary. Sballer Matthews, 1884, dean of
Mrs. L E. Mclntlre is much better in tbe
University of Chicago, Is one of tbe
some |ways.
She still has a trained members. The club plans to hold annunurse.
al meetings and to do all possible to aid
Κ. E. Pinkham has been appointed
Colby's interests in the middle west.
postmaster in place of H. O. Rolfe, reThe new semester at Colby opened
signed.
this week, with several new courses addL. E. Mclntire is in Augusta this week
ed, Including experimental psychology,
on business.
by Dr. Mott Smith, and an advanced
Harold A. Tuoker bas been hired as course In
public speaking by Prof. H. C.
Cantbe
McWain
a
for
manager
year by
Libby.
will
also
He
&
Co.
pack
ning
Packing
February 27, 1913, Is the 100th annithe corn.
versary of tbe granting of a charter to
Mrs. Fred Learned ba· been quite 111
Colby College by tbe General Court of
recently.
Massachusetts, but tbe trustees have decided to wait until 1920 before holding
Mason.
centennial exercises. In 1820 the Maine
Mrs. P. E. Bennett is on the slok list. legislature empowered the college to
Herman Skilllngs and wife were in grant degrees, which it considered to be
town Saturday.
more worthy of a celebration.
Bessie Mills remains about tbe same.
Oneal P. Mills of Norway visited bis
About the State.
uncle, E. C. Mills, recently.
has
frozen
Ε. H. Morrill's aaueduct
up, and he bas to baa! water for over
Pernald was
Ex-Governor Bert M.
150
head
of
cattle
aDd
sheep.
forty
elected president of the National CanMrs. Cyrus Mills Is gaining slowly.
nera' Association at Its meeting in LouisJ. A. McKenzie and D. W. Cashing
last week.
went to Stoneham to the Installation of ville
officers of the Knights of Pythias.
With the temperature twenty below
Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Hunt visited zero, the Milo bouse burned Monday
relatives and friends in town recently.
night, and the dozen gueets bad to go to
Brownville for shelter.

absence0

Mies Ada Glbbs, who has been very
sick for several weeks, was taken to the
hospital in Lewiston by her parents Saturday, the 8th, for an operation, and it
is uow thought Hhe may recover.
Miss Gladys Trask has returned from
the hospital, where she bad tonsils and
adenoids removed. They were very bad,
but xhe is now doing well.
B. C. Lowe's two children recently
had operations for tonsils and adenoids
performed at Norway and are now doing
well.
Mr. Jones of South Paris was here recently making repairs on the mill.
Mr. and Mrs. McAlister and Mr. and
spoken
begin to show np, but then there are Mrs. Trask were at the auto show last
on!ν six in the family to have them, the week.
oliier ones having passed the ordeal
A blacksmith ia expected to open up
the shop here the tirst of March.
years ago.

your power,
me, by all
tbat fatal disease—the glanders. I canI am sick, so
when
words
not tell you in
watch me, that by signs yon may know
Gire me all possible
my condition.
shelter from the hot sun, and put a
blanket on me, not when 1 am working
bnt when I am standing in the cold.
Never put a frosty bit In my mouth; first
warm it by holding it a moment in your

NEW EMBROIDERIES

SHE WANTED A MASTER.

|

Several other lots at reduced prices, also several
and
lots of Ladies' Oxfords, broken sizes, regular $3.00
$2.60 values for $1.98.
All odd lots at cut prices to close.

W. O.

Frothingham,

Maine.

South Paris,

CASTORIA For Infinis ind Children.
Tki KM Yn Hiii AIwiji Bought

th0
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Democrat

Maine. February 18,
Sooth Paris.

W. 3. SUrblrd U confined to tb· hoax

The Demonstration Orchards.

with sry.ip«|M.

Tb. Chilian choir furnished music foi
jail service Sunday afternoon.
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cord, Ν. H.
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the Rockefeller fund, and ia done as a House, Norway, last Thursday evening,
Davis exchanged pulpits
of the
of the extension work of the College some over four hundred members
part
Sunday morning with Rev. G. W F of
In attendance.
uhasu munu. mailvai.
of the University of order being
Agriculture
Hill of Paris Hill.
The home lodges were also honored
Maine.
Keglnolng Sept. '. lyU,
of the Grand
LBAVI SOUTH PARIS
Mr. Yeaton furnishes the Democrat with the presence of several
C. W. Bowker will attend the meeting
whom were Louis E.
ΐ:3κ* »·.9« ». of the State Association of
*» κ-**1
Fire Chiefs In the list of the orchards already selected Officers among
,υΐπ<
M
Going
4
m.
daily.
Elp.
μ. -uu lay;
for this work, which are approximately Flanders, Grand Master, «>f Auburn;
ortland Toeeday.
♦«· '"·· dalljr; »« P· "«·. dally
Master,
Grand
ffr··
Bowden,
lery
Deputy
in
a
belt
the
of
across
the
central
section
mdally.
; s « p.
Bert Melvin will Qniah work forC.
W. Beld, Grand
«■opt v.c iay
from Waterford to Hartford, Winterport; Harry
ΗΓΒΟΗΜβ.
E. Brett this week, and Percy Proctor couoty,
William W. Cut er,
Warden,
Augusta;
the
them
to
accessible
making
easily
Bev. A. 1. Mc
will take bis place.
Secretary, Portland; Walter L.
<regatloaalChureh.
Γγ»ι
demonstrator, as well as to the orchard- Grand Grand
Preaching service, 10:4.1 a m.;
Marshal, Auburn; Also
vhDrtC* f'y·.;
Mrs. Pratt, whose home is with her ing of the several sections. They are hs Pratt,
.· 45 A.M.; γ. p. 3. C. I. <5-00
;:u. K«eo!Dg i»ervlce 7.Όυ p. μ Church
the following Past Grand Masters, Chas.
follow·:
Mrs.
H.
is
daughter,
George
Davis,
„
quite
E. Jack«on of Portland A. S. Kimball
Wednesday evening At 7 JO T. M. ill
,-Ttr
and has a trained nurse.
Waterfnrd—F. >1. Johnson, Harold 3. l'tke,
are conllally Inlierwtse connectai,
and A. L. F. Pike of Norway.
A
Harvey Parker. M. P. Devttt.
The larger part of the visitors came
Ray Thayer has been at borne from
Norway—Scot* Merrill, J. Merton Wyman.
rvtl· Κ»!Τ· Τ S. Kewley, Pastor
5«U ·:'»!' mini
Charte»
Gammon.
a. m.,
10:00
hie
from Auburn on a special train that arMr. and Ms.
prayerineetlng
,,-v.n1»·
ParU-W.N. Judkln·, U. H. Heald, Walter
2°wOD^rith
10.45 a. m.; Sabbath School Ε.
M. Thayer, for a few days.
rived in Norway at about 7:30, bsing
-mj.va»
il. Swett.
Meeting β oo r. m.;
^ Hours

Rev. K.

>

L.-ague
vt...ire«dav evening 7:30; clase
The Woman's Foreign Missionary So«.
will meet at the Methodist parJjJJi,,,tι fau,r.:ng7
Rev. E. A. l>avls, Pastor. ciety
»,
ichln* service 10:45 a. m.; Sab. sonage Thursday afternoon at 2:30.
i
Y. p. 3. C K., <t:15 t. M.;
«
Mrs. J. A. Deering's son was moved
: w f. M. ; Wednesday evening
;
.er
AU are
t**" fre«·
'■
from her home to the town farm Sunday.
■nrtr
«t.i'OU.Ï
Miller, He is 44 years old and is entirely helpu .urcn. Rev Chester Gore
^r,:^
at less.
Blng service everjr Sunday
P,<;,
P.
C. U.
u.
Y.
li
at
lay School
yU a m
The degree team of Mt. Pleasant Re*i"r *
bekab Lodge will have a rehearsal FriBTaTKJO MKKTII4U·.
The team
Reculai day evening of this week.
y —Pari Lodg*>, So. 94.
t \
venin* on or before full moon, take notice and be present.
«
>
··;.
meeiodge. regular
m »'lca
i ο
Mr*. Walter Abbott was painfully but
ven'L of each week—Aurora
.. Tn.
rst and .hlrd Monday evenings not seriously burned Friday night bj
ta
„f m
slipping and failing agaiu*t the kitchen
t'lei-.tn Rebekah Lodge, No.
·>
κ
Thf under side of the forearms
fourth Fridays of sa* h stove.
! »n
was burned to a blister.
Hall.
Kell"**'
τ,',, τ
s
mee
κ. Kl.r.ball Post, No. 14a.
Mrs. A. N*. Cairns underwent a surgiSaturday tvenlng- of earb
IL Mal!
\.
'b
cal operation in Dr. King's hospital io
n ntft,
Ladles of the U. Λ
Circle.
.<
The case proved to
ilrd -«iiturdav evenings of Portland Thursday.
r~* «·
It r··
be not so bad as had been feared, and s lie
.n ! ArniT Hall.
I
meets
CnamWlaln Camp
is said to be doing tineiy.
\'l>t after the full of (he
Γ
U£ t
Fairly strenuous winter weather foi
third!
and
!-a"<e, âne-· first
-il.-»'>■·
the first part of last week. Morning
ange Hall,
of
fourtn
Mondays
| thermometer readings were from fifteen
•ο !
to twenty below zero in the lower part
<e&
No.
181,
Itrook
Lodge.
■■··.::>'
s
f irth Wednesday evenings of the village for several days.
k

I

Prayer

Sang by Audience
Address at Gettysburg, Lincoln
Charles Wesley Clark
...
Lloooln, the man of the people,lEdwln Markham
Philip Emery Foes
tJ...

America
-.

«

wirt

Κ

Dunn,
BuckUeM—Harry Conant,
Morrill. A. S. Hall.
Sumner—Henry Bonney, Lewis H. BUbee, A.
A. L.

D. McPherson.

Ν.

Hartford—Ueorre Brown, ( harlee H. Berry,
Jr, William L. Llbby.
One or two others will be added later.
"Our function in thi· work Is practically entirely advisory," said Mr. Yeaton. "We plan to visit each one of these
orchards at least once in two weeks,
from the time for the first spraying until
the apples are picked—yea, and marketed, for we shall want to watch and *>ee
that no fungous diseases are developing
We
on the apples after they are picked.
shall advise with the owners regarding
pruning and spraying, tell 'hem when to
pray and for what to spray, and give
them all the help we can in the care of
the orchards. We shall make no radical
changes. If a man has a settled method
of treatment, and it la producing good
results, we shall as far as possible aid
him in getting those results. On the
other band, if his method of treatment is
not producing good results, we shall endeavor to start him on some better
course."
"You say we," suggested the Demo
crat. Are any others to work with you?"
"No, I am in charge of the work
alone," said Mr. Yeaton. "I say we because this is a part of the extension work
of the College of Agriculture, and the
entire force of the college is behind it.
For instance, if it was decided that an
orchard needed drainage, I am not a
civil engineer. But there are engineers
in the faculty, and one of them would
lay out a system of drainage for the orchard, with plan, without expense to the
In short, we
owner
of the orchard.
shall give the owner all the assistance
we can in making a better orchard."

«
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j

w
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My Maryland

members of Abou Ben Ad hem Lodge of
that city. There were some over one
hundred and fifty that came on the
special besides a few that came in the
afternoon to get the paraphernalia ready
for the work of the evening. They were
escorted by a drum corps to the ball of
Norway Lodge, where a banquet was
served by Mt. Hope Bebekab Lodge.
Many other lodges were represented in
the number that made up the remainder
of those present.
At the close of the banquet Norway
Lodge opened the special meeting in the
Opera House and the chaire were then
«'led by the degree staff of Abou Ben
Adhern Lodge, who proceeded to work
the First Degree on four candidates
Much was expected of this lodge but

_

several plans under consideration.
The new hardware business firm is
Longley, Butte & Hoyt. Mr. Crooker
finds himself out of business for the
first time for half a century. This leaves
Vivian W. Hills the longest in business
without change in the town.
The ladies of the Universalist Society
surely do one was disappointed. Tbej
worked with a team of about fifty men, furnished the supper for the clerks'
and their ritual, dramatic aod floor work ball, and cleared nearly fifty dollars on
was as good if not the best ever wit- the enterprise.
It is understood that the sale of tickets
nessed here.
Following the work, Grand Represent- for the annual board of trade banquet is
ative and Past Grand Master A. S. Kim- good, and the attendance will, be unball was asked to take charge of the usually large.
A stated convocation of Oxford Chapgood and welfare part of the program,
and some very interesting and beneflolai ter, No. 29, R. A. M., will be held at Mam~i.
remarks were made by the Grand Offi sons' Hall Wednesday evening. The D.
of *sch montti
Don't forget the entertainment at the
£<t. So, 31. meets every
cers and by George W. Haskell of S >uth D. G. H. P. will make his annual official
HaU.
.· >t KviMwi
Congregational church Tuesday evening
ii! at ν·
Paris, district deputy of this district and visit. Work and banquet.
Admission 25 cents; chilat 8 o'clock.
The following Past Noble Grandi of
whose suggestion the meeting was
upon
at
«is
Augaeta
twoj dren under 13,15 cents. Mrs. Snowden's
F Stw-n4
A
Mt. Hope Rebekah Lodge, No. 58, I. Ο
planned.
aa' •welt
reading of Ibsen's Dolls' House.
The meeting closed at about 12 o'clock Ο. P., were entertained Saturday even(1 are corning :d
and was one of the most enjoyable ing by Mrs. Gertrude W. Libby at her
ί <*
Dr. L. H. Trufaut and some of the
big ao I
I
e.'pdding.
events of its kind that the Odd Fellow* Paria Street home:
jj iur
boys who were with him will make reIn this vicinity have ever enjoyed.
Mrs. Alice B. Danforth
were in! port of the recent Boys' Conference in
Bolster
I)
V
M.'h
sud
y
Mrs. Leona G. Tubbe
relit- Portland at the meeting at the Congrewith
week
Ant
i.vs
:
Mrs. Ella Harrlman
Institutes.
Notes of Old Teachers'
V r
church next Sunday evening
Mr·. Maggie Z. Llbby
gational
'.iW
the
in
was
there
Eva M. Kimball
Mrs.
published
Recently
Mrs. Ada A. Llbby
ι'
C::ib met Tbureday afterDemocrat the list of members of tbe
Not at all surprising in South Paris,
The
Koenc
Eleanora
Mrs.
when
V > J. iJ. iieao uu
teachers' institute of 1847. tbe first ever
»-:·
1 but still the subject of comment
Mrs. Effie 1. Akers
held in Oxford County, with some brief
nine Grand Army men were counted
Mrs. Emma Culllnan
"tree:
Mrs. Cora E. Kimball
refereoce to later one». Miss P. N. Anamong the people waiting in the post
o!e of Bowdoinbani
/.ie
M-*
Mrs. Linn le Bartlett
of Paris Hill, now of
the distributing of the mail
for
office
formerly
drews,
her
mother,
Mrs. Bertha Evlrs
with
last
e
wiuter
An apple packing school was held
«p»·tbe Democrat tbe
Mass.,
gives
Roxbury,
Saturday
morning.
House
South
week at Engine
Paris,
A Past Grands' Association wae formed
Hall,
Mr*. HubiAh Perkioa.
extracts below, from the diary of her
follows:
Davis goes Monday morn by Mr. Yeaton, in connection with A. mother, Mrs. Charles Andrews of Paris with officers as
Rev. Ε A
new i.lfloers of
«ν evening the
Tu
and
President—Mrs. Alice B. Danforth.
to at'end the quarterly K. Gardner, the state horticulturist,
Waterville
finds
will
be
to
she
installed,
are
what
of
Masooe
Hill.
These
ing
regard!
4e
Par.*
Vice-President—M re. Leona G. Tubbs.
his assistant, H. P. Sweetsir. Two sesmeeting of the Baptist State Executive
ing teachers' institutes, for the'several
Secretary—Mrs. Ada Llbby.
And » rk is also expected.
sions of two hours each were held each
Treasurer-Mrs. Ella M. Harrlman.
Committee. He will be accompanied to
Is no mention of
There
named.
years
of the four. The instruction was
Mrs. Walter L. Gray and Mr Waterville and
House Committee-Mrs. Maggie Z. Llbby.
if:
Augusta by his daughter, day
such in 1851 or 1852.
Mrs. Eva M. Kimball, Mrs. Effle Γ. Akers.
I. A. Scott attended the Shrine I Miss Faith W. Davis.
u<:
mainly of an informal nature, those who
here
The
1847.
people
Paris, Sept. 20,
were in attendance being shown how to
After the supper a social hour was en3A.1 at i.fwistoD Thursday evening.
these "great days," and what
an operation sort and grade the apples, and pack are calling
underwent
A
Scott
by all.
John
joyed
Μ:*!. 1 atherine Brigga is at home from
the Institute, Courts, Ac.,
(every
Considerable interest ia taken by the
for appendicitis at his home here Sun- them in either barrel or box. There was with
less
boardor
more
Bot' and will assist her brother, Dr.
takes
almoet,
townspeople in tho question of the
day afternoon. He was attacked Friday also a short talk by some one of the men family, time is to be
Car.Uriggs, in hia denul parlors.
pretty well filled election of a board of selectmen for a
)tbe
night, and as be bad had two or three in charge, on some phase of orchard ers,
until December.
H. Elder of Boston joined Mrs
three-year term. It is contended by
previous attacks, prompt action was work, at each uf the sessions.
October 3d, 1847. It has been s gloriA good appreciation of the opportuEider here fer a few days last week, the ; considered
advisable. Latest reports
many that it is the best way to do.
week for old Oxford—"the proudest
Rounds. from him are favorable.
The Junior Y. P. C. U. officers for
nity afforded was shown, and there was ous
juest.4 of their daughter, Mrs.
Institute
day she ever saw." Teachers'
an encouraging attendance of men and
1913 are:
a
lecA vertised lettera in Suutb Paris post
last
Monday eve'g, by
Harold II Gammon, formerly of South boys, mostly apple growers of this sec- commenced
President—Murial F. Ward.
office Feb. 17, 1913:
ture from Mr. Fowle of Boston, PrinciVice President—Adeleln DeCostcr.
Paris and later of Mexico, who is spend· tion.
Foster.
vocal
of
teacher
J M l>oble.
of
Mr.
Fitz
here
Secretary—Doris
was
Mass.,
the winter at Milton,
wac an average attendance of pal.
There
iny
Treasurer—Harmon P. Ward.
Lvticr IF. Cotton.
of
Charleston,
Mr. Thurston
to attend the district
at the eight sessions, a to- music.
night
Lebroke, CarThursday
Committee—Carlton
twenty-three
Devotional
M.
S. K. Davis, P.
of Language, Grammar roll DeCostcr.
moeting of Odd Fellows at Norway. His tal of about eighty being registered dur- Maine, Elements
of
comStephen J.
Merrill,
teachers
Committee—.Joe
hundred
Mission
was
two
Near
it
Jtc.
than
at
better
is
was
the
health
head
considerably
operator
M i»8 Grace Dudley,
ing the week. So successful
double tbe number Cummlngs.
exchange of the Maine the tirst of the winter.
school that others will be held, more mon schools present,
tie Norway
Flower Committee—Marlon Downing, MadePublic lectures line Hayden and Henrr Culllnan.
than were originally planned. On Tues- that anybody expected.
Telephone Co, who has been ill for
Music Committee—Adeleln DeCostcr and MurGeorge Hussey is cutting the large day, Wednesday and Thursday of this every evening. The weather has been
some weeks, is still contlned to the
on
bouse
of
his
out every rlal Ward.
maple tree at the front
bouse.
week one will be held at Orange Hall, so bad that I have not been
Brooke.
Commltteo—Doris
Entertainment
High Street. This has been a tine shady
and on Wednesday, Thursday evening, nor attended as much days as I Charles Cummlngs, Joe Merill, Adeleln DeCosMis< Carrie Mathews went to Bridg· tree, but it was decayed at the butt and Buckfield,
tbe
of
Murdock.
Mr.
to.
and
wiehed
ter
Belfast,
Guy
Crosby
and Friday, Feb. 26, 27, and 28, another
ton Thursday, and after a visit there riddled with borers, so that it was unRov. Howard A. Markley of Turner
Secretary of Board of Education, I
to visit Mrs safe and evidently had but few years of at Hebron.
will go to Canton, Mass
as was to be expectheard.
His
lecture,
home
whose
exchanged with Rev. Merrill C. Ward of
Mr. Yeaton, the director,
Κ ν Ε Cole. She will be away for aome life remaining in any event.
bear every epithet the Universalist church Sunday.
ia in Augusta, makes his headquarters at ed from him, would
weeks.
of praise. I know not as It would be too
Mrs. Frank Dow entertained at her
while In charge of the work.
Mrs. Anna M. Whitman reached her Norway
much to say it was perfect, above all home on Paris Street, Thursday afterMr. and Mrs. A. W. Walker and Misa S5th
and
Feb
15,
on
Saturday,
birthday
Three New Bridges Called For.
praise. Judge Emery, member of the noon, the home missionary society of
hva h Walker started Saturday morn- is in
general good health and active,
Board of Education from this county on the M. E. church.
summoned by a dis
ing fur Ilion, Χ. V
about town. Mrs
briskly
traveling
of
vocal music in our common schools; this
illuese
A. L. Sanborn has hired the store
serious
the
it.
announcing
CON;
Whitman has two children, five graud- TBACTION ENGINE, UOAD HOLLEB,
wa« not the most interesting subject to house near the grist mill at the Falls and
Μι ν V A. Chase, daughter of Mr. and
children, and live great-grandchildren,
CBETE SIDEWALK, ETC., TO HE
Next
lecture.
was
a
but
it
me.
good
ill use it for making fioor cleaning
8 maMr*. Walker.
all boys, the eldest of whom is β years
TOWN MEETING QUESTIONS.
evening I listened to Mr. Farrar of Wa- terials.
the
on
of age.
Mr» Κ V. Anderson slipped
terford, a bachelor, a finished scholar,
William A. Bicknell has gone to the
Ic»· ati-i fell at the end of her piazza Satand a man of taste, upon Female Educa- Central Maine General Hospital for a
was teachers' visitFeb.
iinlv
torn
awtlm
now to town meeting.
17,
in
Monday,
a
bone
fractured
urday m irning, and
tion. It was an excellent thing—ja*t surgical operation for gall stones. He
for the common schools in South and the warrant is made up. Outside of
the forearm. The accident will incapac- ing day
the thing. He took high ground that has been sick for some time.
Some of the teachers vis- the routine business there are about the
Bute
SI,Η Paris village
Woman is Woman, and all education
William E. Twltcbell, for some time
ited the schools of Portland and Lewis- udual number of article· of extraordilias the sympathy of many frieuds.
should be to qualify her to perform her at Sumner in the woods, has returned to
ton, and others the model school at Gor- nary business, though apparently few
heard
duties womanly. Last evening I
his home for the winter.
Mrs Κ a F Neal of Lewiston visited ham
Normal.
Visiting day for the that will call out any long d'scussion or
Rev. Mr. Bates of Turner. Subject:—
James B. Stevenson, D. D. G. Master
):-·· 'a* pr, <>eorge Wise, last week. This schools in other sections of the town
warm tights in tbe meeting.
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of the 10th Mas onic district, made bis
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ler of Turner, I did not hear.
and A. M., Friday evening.
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which
town
forthcoming
report,
Have been in to the
Oct. 10th, 1847.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Sargent,
V rytiu ·, being gone from home about of the Woman's Christian Temperance
These are to replace
out in a few days.
Inetitute several times the past week- after a two months' visit with their
I'nion will be held at the Methodist the
three mouths.
near
Brook,
across
Stony
bridge
found it in the highest degree interett- daughter in Massachusetts, have returnchurch next Tuesday at 2:30 P. M. A
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Tii r^lay night
Fidelity
ι hoy were nearly all in team, male and Thursday evening, called a great number
all. The collection at these memorial 54 feet
and the bridge above Trap
The trip
span;
ai l work the rank of Knight.
last
Mr. Fowle lecture
of the order's members to town. The
meetings is always used for a special Corner on tbe Bryant's Pood road, of 35 female. I beard
was made by team, one four-horse team,
Sabbatb evening upon the agreement of meeting was held in the Opera House.
fund to advauce the organization Miss feet
The present bridges are of
A good aharp night,
an ! smaller outtita.
span.
a
better
and
The banquet was prepared by the ReGeology with Scripture,
Willard held so dear.
wood. Th* two former are truss bridges,
•r and still, and the best of sleighthing I never heard. There is a charm bekahs.
In
1890; the last named is a about hi» voice and manner of reading
The visitor· were given two good
ing
On Friday evening at 6:45 the ladies of built
of greater age.
suppers at East Sumner, and bad one of Mr·. HarueS division Will serve nu oynicr stringer bridge,
that makes a good thing display all its
NO NEED TO STOP WORK.
All the articles in the warrant which worth. Mr. Thurston's lecture was an
tbe best times ever. They arrived home supper in the Congregational vestry
the doctor orders you to stop
When
are
busioeos
routine
given
of
outside
are
in tbe small hours.
of great merit.
The supper will be one of the best, an
υ au ι, yuu Bay.
worn II staggers you.
them have a familiar extempore
of
Some
below.
bave
bad
The Institute wound up in a very hap- You know
Nome of tbe finest cooks to be
in past years,
you are weak, run down and
Winter's tirst real pinch came last
from
look,
acquaintance
under
will
be
at
Waterhouse's
been secured, and tbe stew
py manner, a picnic
failing in health day by day, but you
week, when an occasional water pipe
while others are new this time:
tbe direction of a most excellent chef.
given by the citizens to the members of must work as long aa you can stand
begaa to freeze. One of the causes of After the
re
invited
to
number.
are
165
In
Speeches, Wbat
Art. 16. To see if the town will vote the Institute,
supper you
you need ie Electric Bittern to give
tr uble was the driukiiig fountain in
main to the Washington'· birthday exer- to buy a traction engine or heavy road song", toasts and sentiments enlivened
tone, strength and vigor to your System,
Maiket Square. First the draiu pipe
and
old
third
the
of
the
the
All
attended,
the occasion.
cises, given by
pupils
roller, or both, and raise money for
to prevent break down and build you up.
from the catch basin to tbe sewer pluggrade, Madame Howard teacher. Prices same.
young, grave and gay, ministers and all. Don't be weak, sickly or ailing when
ged up with dirt. Then the catch basiu
all
are
and
off
has
well,
hs usual.
gone
Everything
Electric Bitters will benefit you from
fi le<l up with water. Then the water
Art. 17. To tee if the town will vote
obliged to confess that tbeae teachers of the first dose. Thousands bless them
fr te, aud this froze the feed pipe. It
Her Friend, the Euemy will be given to raise any sum of money for concrete the Institute have taught us many usefor their glorious health and strength.
to>>k a couple of day· to get the fountain in Sew tlall Thursday and Fridav even- sidewalk on Pari· Hill.
ful things we knew not. All are highly
into commission again.
Try them. Every bottle is guaranteed
far.
thus
vote
the
will
with
ings of next week, Feb. 27tb and 28th, in
town
the
see
if
To
experiment
18.
Art.
gratified
tu satisfy.
Only 50c. at the pharmacy of
connection with the Good Cheer fair
October first, 1848. Mr. Crosby, SecreHigbee of Harvard" was presented at Good Cheer Hall Feb 26 and 27. to raise any sum of money for concrete
the Chas. H. Howard Co.
is here.
Education
of
Board
of
the
Paris.
at
South
tary
sidewalk
at
by the senior class of tbe high school
for the play ie as follows and
Institute commenced last week at South
Andrew Sockalexle of Old Town has
The Tbe cast
H ster't Mills Friday evening.
Art. 19. To see if the town will vote
when you read It you can rest assured It
Paris, three miles from this place. They received his diploma or reward of merit
m
were
:ibers of the cast
accompanied will be
and
collector
the
of
bond·
tbe
for
to
pay
good:
number 210and atill increasing. Tberu accompanied by a medal from the Swedby Principal Clifford aud Mrs 1. E. Antreasurer for the ensuing year, and pay is also a
Jack Kernbrook, who holds honor
high school there, newly set up, ish government through the hands <>l
drews, who has drilled them, and a ('apt above all,
Harold Brlgg) tbe same from the miscellaneous ac175 pupil·, winch make "The National Athletic Commissioner Sullivan
numbering
weut.
also
friends
and
number of parents
Kiai.ii Klein!»*, a scapegrace,
count.
Dr F. W. Round·
Cape'1 about full. They are having a of New York. It is a very simple parchΒ \V. Tuttle with a four-horse team
with
S.
A
C.
James Burton,
Art. 20. To see if tbe town will vote lin» time, and many from here go down. ment much like a college diploma but
U»>k most of the actors, and there weru Colonel
A. L. Holme*
strong convictions,
It is given
more expensive and artiatio.
to buy one, two or three bridges, and bu> I have no chance.
a number of other teams.
It was a good Lieut. Berkeley Burton, C. 8. A hU son,
October 8th, 1848. Mr. Additon. teach- to Mr. Sookalexis on account of his
Ua'ph Butt· raise money for same.
night, and the sleighing was âne. There
with
Yaok to the barkl>oue,
the
at
Jeuks.
muaic
done
the great
of
Institute,
sang
at
7.ebe<llah
work
er
efforts and good
wa« a good house. Grange
Hall being
Krnest Record
Art. 26. To see if the town will vote his melodeon, and what ia better he in World's Marathon held in Stockholm
Walter Abltolt
tilled, and tbe play went off well. A l.lge, a negro servant,
of
amount
the
to pay Hudson Koigbt
almost caught by the winning way· of lsat July. He i· very much pleased with
» ο able followed the play.
The play Diana Burton. of Klcbmontl, Mis· He'en Karnes
he
Mr·. A. L. ilolme· sixteen dollars and eighty cent· that
her mother,
our favorite, L. Jackson.
Catalogue of it.
will be preseuted at West Paris next Mr*. Burton,
to bis farm.
road
bis
on
out
leading
Addle Jenkn, Zebe Hah » daughter.
paid
the Institute has 255 names.
Miss Mau le Martin
Friday evening.
The semi-annual meeting of the State
Sept. 30th, 1849. I missed a party at
Art. 29. To see if the town will vote
Aunt Cbloe, Llge's better half,
I should Board of Trade will be held in Auburn,
M las Viola Waltou
Guy Wilker, who lives at Oxford
to buy a piece of land to enlarge tbe Judge Emery's the past week.
the
Inof
on
sale
teachers
Park, captured a rare bird for this re Tickets for this drama will go
March 21.
North Paris school yard in accordance have met there, the
Sjion one da* last week. He was walk- Saturday morning of this week, Feb. with the plan on file, and in accordance stitute now In session at Norway.
Doan's Beguleta cure constipation, tone tb<
for
Institute
1850.
County
ing on the Norway Branch railroad 22d, at 9 Α. μ at Howard's drug store. with the written recommendations of the
Sept. 22d,
stomach, attmulate the liver promote dlgesiloc
teacher· commenced its annual and appetite and easy uaoeage· of tbe bowels
track from his home to Sorway, when
committee.
school
teaching
superintending
tho bird dew down into the marshy
session in thi· village, last Monday. Ask your druggist for inem. 2i cents a box.
'Tie Said Woman Suffrage Will Go,
Art. 30. To see if the town will In- Messrs. Hawkins, Talbot and Heraey,
place ben.le the track and was unable to
of the almost surprising thing· Is struct tbe superintending school comOne
teachers, all of Maine. Columbia Monk,
rise, aud Walker secured him alive.
It
Brtrn.
news from the state capital I· the
mittee to maintain schools lu tbe Bolster,
w*s identified as the Little Grebe, » spe- the
my girl attends the Institute, and occa
tbe woman suffrage re Hollow, Mountain, Tubb·, Partridge and
that
statement
well
I
am
cie· of water bird. The grebes have the
pleased In 8outh Paris, Feb. 3, to the wife of Oecai
aionally I go myaeif.
is expected to pass both bouse·
Webber districts, so called.
with teachers, Ac.
leg* at the extreme rear of the body, and solve
Tlkander, a son,
tbe close of tbe bearing on tbe re
At
closed
Institute
in1850.
•re unable to rise from
will
Friday In West Paris, Feb. 11, to tbe wife of OUI l'lke
Sept. 29,
Art. 31. To see if tbe town
any surface ex solve last
tbe judiciary com
Wednesday
a daughter.
been
I
have
with
a
Levee.
their
in
night
grand
cept that of water, but are noted for
struct tbe selectmen to print
In Lovell, Jan. 30, to the wife of Wm. C
voted almost unanimously in fa
tbeir quickness In diving. This bird mittee
aunual report an abstract of tbe out three evening· to lecture·—three Brooks, a son.
next
beer
have
While there
always
vor.
the
has
attended
was about tbe
in
afternoon·.
In Hastings, Feb., to the wife of Daniel
Inventoried
girl
as
of
My
size of that species
town valuation list
woman suffrage advocates in tbe leglsla
Wc Dally, a daughter, Norma.
duck known as devil diver.
1913 and to indicate what items shall be Institute every day and evening.
heretofore
In Uexlco, Feb. 10, to the wife of Herman Han
baa
hardly
matter
tbe
ture,
bave had a busy time of It—a nice time
included in such abstract.
son,a son.
On the tirst page of this issue of the received more tbao a respectful bearing
Mr.
at the Institute.
Sect'rj
In Andover, Feb. 10, to the wife of Jobt
Tlyiraton,
Art. 32. To see if the town will vote of the Board has been in attendance the Τwee<lle, a son.
Democrat is given tbe tint installment and not so many years ago was one ol
to accept tbe list of jurors as revised by week
of "A Year in a Coal Mine." This is s tbe semi-jokes of tbe session.
AUo
paat—lectured and taught.
tbi 1 the
Among tbe acta so far approved by
municipal officer·.
Mr. Seavey of Hallowell.
•tory, but by no means a novel. It ii
Married.
the cbartei
written by a young man who, after grad
governor are that extending
Pari* Light, Heat and Puw
Barn Burned In Fryeburf.
Feb.
uating from Harvard, began work as s of tbe South
In
West
8. by Hev. D. A. Ball, Mr
Paris,
Maine New· Note·.
Chester T. Buck and Miss Bertha Agnes Rldlon
laborer in a coal mine in order to learn er Co., and resolves io favor of tbe town
The farm buildings of William Pitman
Paris
and
West
Paris.
of
both
Woodstock
the business from tbe bottom—aud il of Oxford, Peru,
were burned Monday
In Bethel, Feb. 13, br iter. J. H. Little, Mr
t at North Pryeburg
we
At the hearing on tbe public uiilitlei
An epidemic of small pox baa cost the
Albert Edward Uamblln of Watertown, Mass
may judge by the story he modestly
Tbe Iom waa total. Tbe estinight.
sltuatloi
tbe
bill
unexpected
commission
Miss Augusta E. Hammond of Paris.
and
tells, he "made good." He describe*
mated loss is $3,500 and insurance foi town of Sanford about $5000.
In Norway, Feb. 13, by Rev. M. C. Ward, Mr
the work, tbe conditions, and tbe dan- developed of no opposition to the pas
in
Mr.
Pitman
carried.
trywaa
r
Leaton Hum ner of South Paris and Mlsi
Floyd
is not sayinj ; 91,000
Amato de Marco waa convicted ο
gers which ivre ever present, and which sage of such an act This
Minnie Alice l'lke of Woodstock.
to rescue bis live stock oame near
in court at Farmington
Feb. 8, Mr. Ernest C. Glover ο
In
that there was no opposition to the ac ing
manslaughter
Frye,
were encountered in full measure during
hi· life. All the household furniHartford and Mrs. Hattie E. Delano of Canton
for killing Joaeph Sandlllo, a fellow Ital
tbe period of his labor. All is realisticallj as framed, but while all the speakers ap losing
two valuable horses, two cows and
Feb. 9, by C. A. Andrews, Era.
In
Andover,
ture,
or
re
an
act,
Ian, in a boarding bouee at Jay Bridgi Mr. Stephen. A. Mars ton and Miss Ida
told, and brings the scene before the proved tbe passage of sucb
May
all farm products, with which tbe place
on the 31st of December, and received ι 1 Cutting, both of Andover.
reader vividly. About a month will b« garded it as inevitable, some of then
burned.
were
bill as pre waa well stocked,
sentence of eleven months io jail.
required to complete the story in tb* found certain things in tbe
wbicb they desired to have differ
Dem ocrat. It
will be
interesting U pared
Died.
0. D. Well· of Skowhegan baa begot
Appointments by the Governor.
ent. It aeems to be accepted that such ι ι
many readers.
to enlarge hi·
tb«
baa
poultry
be
created.
Haines
will
preparation·
appointed
Governor
commission
1
In Paris, Feb. 6, Mrs. Velxora Turner Msgoun
hi· number oi
Mrs Velzora Turner Magoun, widow
Tbe legislature having fixed Feb. 5 a following aa inspector· of prison· and plant and will Increase
widow of Cornelius Magoun, aged £5 years, 1
of Buxton, hen· from 700 to 1,200. It ia aaaertec months, β
of Cornelius Magoun, who made bei the limit of time for receiving matters ο
H.
Hargraves
Frank
days.
jaila:
In Backfleld, Feb. 8, Bussell S. Tattle, sged 8<
liom·· with her son, William Magoun, 01 private and special legislation, tbe boa* Matthew C. Morrill of Gray, Charles Β that in the last two year· be haa made ι
hen·
(Corrected.)
of
from
hi·
700
years.
11300
the Kim Hill road, died on tbe dth inst. as usual a few days later by unanitnoui Randall of Bowdoinham.
yearly profit
In Locke's Mills, Feb. 9, Mrs. Abble, wife οι
sncb measures
»t a little less than tj6
Charles P. Gray of Fryebnrg baa beer
year· of age. Mrs consent admitted three
In Portland,Clarenoi Moses Knight.
A
boy
12-year-old
In Kexar Falls, Feb. 7, Charles Gllpatrick
Magoun was the daughter of Danie bnt tbe senate when they appears appointed game warden.
M. Cady, committed aniolde by hanglnf » aged about 00 years.
fsunce, a former Oxford County man promptly sat down on them and refuse*
in
hi
Browdfield, Feb. 7, Freeman Day.
had
been
acolded
He
by
Tueaday.
and Mim« of her
In North Waterford, Feb. 8, Daniel B. Le
MOTHERS CAN SAFELY BUY
early years were spent > to receive tbem.
mother for loalng money, and npon los
Senate r
broke,
In Maine, but moat of her life wu
aged 96 years, 35 days.
Introduced
by
resolution
A
«pen
In North Wslerford, Feb. 11, Mrs. 8arah Perk
Dr. King'a New Disoovery and give it U: Ing another coin, it i· supposed that th ι
In Massachusetts until her return to ttaii Stearns to invite Senator LaPoIlette t<
and suffering matter
when
oauae* I Ins, aged 79 years. 11 months.
and
bla
mind
one·
ailing
little
tbe
I
upon
preyed
•tate some ten years since. Her husbanc ! address tbe legislature on tbe subject ο
In Portland, Feb. 9, Mrs. Emma R. Estes, for
with colds, oougha, throat or lung the act.
26tb of Febru
merly of Biyant'a Pond, sged 45 years.
died In Massachusetts. She leave· foui
public utilities about tbe
taste· nice, harmleaa, onc< I
In Rumford Corner, Feb. 8, George T. Farrar
trouble·,
•ons, William of Pari·, George of Whit ary was given a unanimous passage.
Another Maine farmer haa fonnd th
83 years.
used, alwaya used. Mra. Bruce Craw means of adding to bla bank acooun ; and
®«n, Mass., Klmer of Berry's Mills
in Dlxfleld, Feb. 11, Mason Turner.
On the division of Sanford, creatini ;
"Dr.
King'i
i
ford, Nlagra, Mo., write·:
M sine, and
In East Sumner, Feb. 0, Miss Adeline Ileald
medium of a «liver gra; !
the
another who is in the West the town of Springvale, tbe committee
ι
t
from
through
our
boy
New Discovery changed
75 years.
four against
She is also survived
to the Bowdoin corn and
in Backfleld, Feb. 8, Mary, daughter of Mi
by two sister·, Mrs divided, six for division and
sick boy to tbe picture ο f fox. According
ο ι pale weak
C. C. Garey of Bethel sud Mr·.
of the Bath Time·, Charle 1 and Mrs. E. L. Gardner, aged 13 years.
apondent
th<
and the matter will be threshed out
it
at
Josepl
Buy
health." Alway· help·.
A. Xoye* .»f South
bual
In Monroe, Wisconsin, Feb. β, Peter F. Chase
Paris. The funera I tbe floor.
H. Howard Co Bickford of that town, who make· a
drug atore of the Cbas.
years and 10 months. A native of Pari·
was held on
η cm of trapping, oaptnred a «liver gra; j
Pensions for teachers were strong! f
a'.tended by Rev
Tuesday
*·· A.
so good tor a sore throat a
fox la«t Wednesday lu tbe valley on tb 1
In Backfleld, Feb. 10, Infaat son of Mr. an<
Davis, and tbe remains were takei advocated at tbe bearing Thursday, b a' T' ere'· nothing
tel
ta
a
OU. Cora U
Mrs. Wlllard Pearl.
Dr. Thomas' Kclectlc
Lee Bell farm, where he realde·.
f»r burial bwlde tho* > State Superintendent of Schools Payso
hours. Believe· aay pain la aay part.
of# her husband.
Smith and numerous others.
■

Uotbicj
is]

j

J

ysd79

place, in South Paris
Room for two tenements,
stable connected. Inquire of

The Tirrell

also

a

JAMES

7.9

Judiciary.
The Committee on Judiciary will give a hearing at their room at the State Uoupc, Augusta.
Thursday, Peb. 37, at 1 P. M., on
An Act to authorize the County
No. 162
Commissioners of Oxford County to procure a
of deed* in
copy of Volume one of the records
western registry of
3*,

S. WRIGHT.

Large Stock at Lowest Prices
No matter if you
Gall and see them.
We are always
are not ready to buy.
glad to show them.

Legal Affklrs.
The Committee on Legal Affair· will give public hearing· at tbe State House at Augusta as
follow· :
Wednesday, Peb. 26, 1913.
No. 84. An Act to Incorporate the Brownfleld
Electric Company.

bull

'Phone, 19-21.

raid

moose.

An Act repealing Chap. 153 of the
Public Laws of 1911, entitled "An Act to prowhen
hibit the use of (Jang Hooks, co-called,
fishing In the inland waters of this state." askPetition of Tbos. K. Moody and 38 others,
ing to repeal Chap. 153 of Public Law* ofof 1911,
Gang
entitled "An Act to prohibit the use
"
Hooks
and
four
No. 25. Petitions of C. A. Judklns
others of Kineo. F. L. Gardner and 87 otners of
22
and
F..
H.
snd
Capen
Lewlston,
Anbnrn
others of A ugusta, and Ε. B. Parks and 44 others
of Newport and vicinity, asking that so much of
the shipthe Fish and Game laws as
ment by one person of more than one box of fl>-h
the
same,
once in 30 days, without accompanying
be repealed, and .hat the provisions of law prebe
such
to
shipment*
viously In force relating
No.23.

s:

s

s

ζs

szzs

party

Your

for Little
your chance to get Good Clothes
of
Prices. We're cleaning up our winter stock

JJOWS

invitations

prohibits

is

There

sending

re-enacted.

invitations

out

a

carry

Rangeley

on

paper for we
full assortment of

hunt
No. 79. An Act to provide for a resident
Also petition of Edward Svmes
er's license.
for a
and 61 others In favor of act to provide
resident hunter's llccnse.
Wednesday, Feb. 26, at 2 P. M.
the
No. 56. Resolve In relation to screening
Lovell
outlet of Upper Rezar Lake In the town of
for
26
others
and
and petition of Ε. T. Stearns
tbe same.
In RoxNo. 82. An Act authorizing Ice fishing
bury Pond In the County of Oxford, also and 24
Petition of F. H. Merrill of Roxhury
Ice fishothers, that Roxburv Pond be opened to
of F. H. Merrill and 24 other*·,
ing. also |>etltlon
Pond
the
of
Roxbury
asking that tbe tributaries
Black
be governed by the same laws that govern

writing paper of

quality, designed
of dainty styles

range

and

tints,

Write it
en

Wednesday, March 5, at 2 P. M.
of the
No. 51. An Act to prevent tbe pollution
waters of tbe State.

Highland
right.

have

other

it—and

you

may need.

NOTICE.
he has
Tbe subscriber hereby gives notice that
of the
been duly appointed administrator

Chas. H. Howard Co.

THOMPSON, late of Bcckfleld,
JOHN
and given
in the County of Oxford, dt-ceased,
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
deceased
said
of
estate
demands agalnrt the
for settlement,
are desired to present the same
make
and all Indebted thereto are requested to
payment Immediately.
WILSON SHAW.
Feb. 11th, 1913.
E.

Two to four dollars off

one.

come

at

on every

They're bar-

We have two Fur Coats left

gains.

Η. B. Foster,
ONE PRICE CLOTHIER,

Norway,

Maine.

■

»

■

Rubbers with Leather Tops.
We have
and

The Rexall Store

to

Maine,

South Paris,

if you need

better

you'd

So

nearly gone.

are

I

any

writing materials

We

opportunity.

assortment of suits at present but the

good

garment.

Lin-

and be sure it's
We

SETH F. CLARK, Secretary.
M. H. Hodgdon, Clerk.

on

a

acceptable

for any occasion.

No. 61. Petition of E. F. Coburn and 6 others,
In
residents of Middle Dam, Oxford Countv,
relation to fishing in the northern end of rondOxford
In
County.
so-called,
in-the-rlver,

have

rare

a

make it

which

Brook.

in

have taken advantage of this

once

Linen

A

men

overcoats

Highland

by

Lots of

Men's Suits and Men's and Boys' Overcoats.

necessity of

no

hastily-bought

Tuesday, Feb. 35, at a P. M.
No. 46. Petition of Harry Qulmby of Rangeand
ley and 36 others residents of Rangeley
vicinity, Peking that a law be enacted prohibitand
Lake, Cupsnptlc
ing all fishing In
trolling or
Mooselucmeguntlc lake* except by
artificial files caft In the usual manner.

estate of

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

36 MARKET SQUARE,

Inland Fisheries and Game
The Committee on Inland Fisheries and Game
will give a Public Hearing In its room at the
State House In Augusta,
Wednesday, Feb. 19, at 2 P. M.
on
No IS. An Act to provide for a close time

no

full line of Rubbers with Leather Tops, both heel

a

heel.

8,

10, 12, 14 and 16 inch

Prices from

leg.

If you want comfort for your feet you

$4.25.

can

$3.50

find it here.
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Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.,

SALE OF MILLINERY
To make

for

room

Spring

Norway, Maine.

Opera House Block,

Telephone 38-3.

Stock, I shall ofler

»

All Trimmed Hats

Way Below Cost

»

■

ART SQUARES, RUGS,
FIBER CARPETS,
MATTINGS, ETC., ETC.

Village.

Committee Hearing·.

Alma Eleanor Shepard

q
Drill
Sword
He knew Llnooln, part I, Ida M. Tarbell
Amy Alice Loiler
He knew Lincoln, part II, Bflle Christine Watson
Columbia, gem of the ocean
Marlon Callsta Noble
The one who gave, Eleanor Wilbur Pomeroy
Marguerite Welch
..
watlon at the grave of Lincoln's mother, Gen·
eral John C. Black Clarence Vivian Stevens
8ung by A udlence
star Spangled banner
A number of Norway people attended
the auto show at Portland this week. It
ia reported that several new care will be
owned by Norway citizens In the spring.
Henry J. Bangs of Portland was in
town the first of the week. He has not
established a new business yet, but bas

level land where

For Sale.

_

Marion Haskelland
Buth Cummlngs

of nice

acre

New Spring Line 1Θ13 of

Agency,

Marlon Florence Hobbs
Blchard Jordan Stiles and
Torturing eczema *preads lu burning area
Harry Stearns Lasel le every day. Doan'a Ointment quickly β topi Its
_.
Gerry
The
MargarlU8pauldlng
spreading, Instantly relieves tbe Itching, cures
Toyshop, parti,
Philip Gerald Young It permanently. A t any drug store.
The Toy Shop, part II WtllUm Hartly McDanlels
The mau of sorrows, Winston Churchill
VVllllsm Knox
Tenting to-night

One

connected.

all

Bolster Co.

Dayton

Ν.

SALE

FOR

of
owner harreate I one ton of hay, year*· supply
KING'S NEW DISCOVERY.
aell soon.
bean·, potatoes and vegetable·. Muat
and
lung·, See this property,. $1800.
Soothe· irritated throat
re•tops chronic and hacking cough,
Take The Dennis Pike Real Estate
nice.
taates
lieves tickling throat,
no other; once nurd, always used. Buy
NORWAY, ME.
Tel. 35-3
it at C. H. Howard Co.'a pharmacy.

DR

Overture

A.

·.

°i

REAL E8TATE

Good ice-making weather.
HIS EXTENSION WOBK.
fall· to cure yon. Do not healtate—
IQ13
In South Parle
The clerk*' bill with nearly one hun- take it at ourriak. Firat doee help*. J.
Mr». Ε A. Davis returned Thursday
of
No. 3fB. Tbl· la a nice new eottijre house
dred and twenty couple· wia a great R. Well*, Floydada, Te<aa, wrltea: "Dr.
I
from a ten days' visit with friends in
One of the largest fraternal gathering·
•eren room*, hanlwood floor·, pantry, clothes
The Democrat la able to give s nearly
haa plassa, !
•ucceaa.
terrible
outside
oared
Auburn.
water;
remy
china
cloaeta,
New
and
city
Diacovery
tbia
vicinity
King's
I
acreen
and
storm
the
at
with
complete list of the orchard· selected by that baa been held In
Opera oough and cold. I gained 16 pound·." bay window: equipped
The junior exhibition
18 ζ
wu the district meeting of Norwindow· and door·. Outbuilding :· stable
waa well atwButU WM *,eited over Sun- G. A. Yeaton, who haa charge of the or- cently
Mt. Mica Lodge, House Wednesday evening
Boy it at Chaa. H. Howard Co.'a drug M ft. 2 stall· and carriage repository, 3 poultry
dayR*KPLK?
by his brother, Otto Butte, of Coo- ohard demonstration work in the county way Lodge, No. 1β, and
Sohool
Orchestra.
Maaic
of
building·
by High
houaea and wood shed. Entire set
atore.
beld at the Opera tended.
I. O. O.

SOUTH PARIS.
omca.
iocth PAW# post
7 Γϊϋ A. M. to 7 1» F. M.

ARB 70U A COLD SUFFERER?
Take Dr. King'· New Discovery. Tbe
Beet Cough, Cold, Throat sod Luog
medicine ma !e. Money refunded If it

NORWAY.

Odd Fellows' District AiMtlag.

Many desirable shapes from 98
Also

good

cte. to

$2.50.

untrimmed hats, your choice for

69

Ζ. L. MERCHANT & CO.

cte.

MRS. L. C. SMILEY,

Successors to S. B. and Z. S. Prince

Millinery and Fancy Qoods,

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

BOWKER BLOCK,

THE COMING OF SPRING
is classed

Although February

months, somehow, with its advent,
proaching spring stir within us.

of
Low Price means little unless backed by goods
store
known quality. Consider the character of our
and of the merchandise it carries as well as the reduced
prices in this

the &un's rays grow warmer, and much as "mere
man" may decry the feminine desire for ne», spring clothes,
the time to plan for spring and even summer.
this is

just

new

much

Here is a chance for every man
overcoat at a lower price than most stores would
coats of equal quality.
Fur Coats Marked ut

$32.00

Fur Coats Marked at

Children's Overcoats Marked at

Children's Overcoats Marked at

Long Coats Marked

at

12.00
16.00

Yonng Men's Long Coat· Marked at

7.60

Men'· Overcoats Marked at

Young

Men'·

Men'· Overcoats Marked at

Θ.00
10.00
10.00
12.00
13.00
14.00
16.00

buy

Men's Overcoats Marked at

Men's Overcoat· Marked at
Men's Overcoat· Marked at
Men's Overcoats Marked at

we are

at

half-price.

at

at

about

half-price.
half-price.

CHILDREN'S COTTON and WORSTED DRESSES,

small lots to clean up at about

half-price.

LADIES' SILK and SERGE DRESSES,

at clean-

up-quick-prices.
SILK WAISTS

saving of 20

to

at

mark-down

prices.

Ladies' and Children's Sweaters at

SWEATERS,

a

50 per cent.

HOSIERY and Knit Underwear, broken lotsto be

6.00
6.00
7.00
7.6 0
Θ.00
10.00

cleaned up

at

about

half-price.

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR, odd lots and

ly soiled

and mussed

at

half-price

some

slight-

and less.

ONE PRICE CASH STORE.

Z. L. MERCHANT & CO.
MAINE

NORWAY,

South Paris, Maine.

Square,

new

exhibition.

are now on

LADIES' COATS

J. F. Plummer,
31 flarket

everything

choicest and most fashionable

CHILDREN'S COATS

8.6 0
10-6 0

11.00

so

dainty.

LADIES' SUITS

$2 β.00

10.60

it is

prices.

good

Men'· Overcoats Marked at

make selections when

to

beautiful

engaged in bringing forward the new
materials we offer during February, balance of our winlow
ter goods in several departments at very attractive
While

to name on

Men's Overcoats Marked at

satisfactory

more

wash fabrics

2.7 6
3.00
4.6 0

Children's Overcoats Marked at

3.76
4.00
6.00

care

a

few

Many pieces of the

1 β.00
16.00

Fur Coats Marked at

20.00
19.00

to

a

is new, fresh and

Rt member—first, foremost and above all else that the coats in
man may buy in perthis sale are reliable coats—coats which any
the knowledge that
fect safety and with fullest confidence, secure in
his money will be cheerfully refunded in case of any dissatisfaction
can safely carry.
—a broad guarantee that only quality goods
With this idea firmly fixed in your mind, consider next the
actual savings in good hard cash that are now yours if you take advantage of this sale.
man

days the store will be filled with
materials, also ready-to-wear apparel, and

In

Overcoat Sale
and young

thoughts of the apThe days begin to

lengthen,

Mark=Down

1

winter

the

among

*

O+CHH>W4O+OtD+D+O+O4OteK>-:*O+O0hH>H>H>Krt<f+O+O+O+<>H>+O4

Neponset Paroid Roofing. Buy

at Tbe Tucker Harness Store.

Warm in Winter
Cool in Summer

Costs Less Than Metal
Wears

Sold by L S.

Your Horse

Longer Than Shingles.

Billings,

South Paris.

foimHownMiAR
FOimnONET^TAR
; ItoHUMCM^ktadhMll
1«ψ I
.'«f

9hUdr**i tmfe, ««/*. Mm

Blanket

a

There is to be

a

Stable blankets,

big

price of low and medium priced
buy now for another year as I shall sell tbe balance
same low prices as in tbe past.
so

advance In

the

It will pay you to
of my line at tbe

James N. Favor, KtSSSSr"
91 Main St..

Norway,

CASTOR IA ForimiUudChidria.
III KU Tu Hill AtaijiBiifM

Bearatue

Main·.

^

✓/*>

What Makes

THE LANS OF
PUZZLEDOM.

Bank Strong?

a

depositor,

the

to

a

as a

you

twern

by the

bank.

Few banks in the State have
than The

safety

a

Bank

Norway National

which, with the watchful interest of

larger margin of
of Norway, Maine,
very

a

conservative board of directors and the

Comptroller

tion of the
a

Currency,

of the

strong financial institution,

one

over

$120,000.00 give

constant

inspec-

has built up .here

whose

assura ice

account for our more than

If you want
ties

or

ence,

to

be

would like help

make your deposit

of absolute

$300,000.00

prepared

on

and

capable

Capital, Surplus and Profits
of

Pick «officient flab to meaanre one cupfa] and cover it with boiling water, then
•I m mer for ten minutea; drain; place in
bot frying pan witb two cnpfnla of baabed cooked potatoes. Add one tableapoonful of butter, and two tableapoonfula of milk. 8eaaon witb aalt and pepper, cover and cook slowly until brown
Serve
then gently mix.
& *R**S: That for which some women underneath;
bot.
Near to very
L°N°8:
7.
much.
too
spend
BAKED CREAMED OYSTERS.
The
every maideu's heart. 8. ·Ε··Τ:
Butter aa many small baking-dishes as
mainspring of life. 9. eO*D: A luxury
Place seven
and « necessity. 10. *0···: The more you have places at table.
large oysters in each diab. Poor over a
we have, the more we want.
cream aauce, then sprinkle thickly with
buttered cracker crumba mixed witb
No. 203&—Decapitation.
grated cbeese. Serve hot.
Peace congreaaea! You make ma tired!
SOUR CREAM BISCUITS.
Peace congreaaee, oh, pahaw!
Tou can t abollah grim faced war
Sift one quart of flour, one teaapoonful
By talk, teaolve or law.
«oda and one teaapoonful of salt toBut amputate the monster's head
gether: then stir in one pint of sour
to
fun.
And war la changed
Roll the dough on a floured
cream.
Rlddlera, of count, will notice this
board, having it an inch thick. Form
And Me that It Is done
witb an ordinary cutter and arrange on
a greased pan; bake from twelve to fifNo. 2037.—Word Square.
teen minutée in a bot oveD.
My first is a vessel for holding food
aud
SPINACH SOUP.
shiftless
lazy.
is
to
be
second
My
The fouudation is the cream aauce,
\ly third Is u British shrub of the plum
My fourth Is to consider ad- made quite thin, to which add sufficient
genua.
cooked and strained apinach to make it
vice.
taste. Serve with fried bread aippets.
No. 203&—Miaalng Letter·.
2
1. *▲*: Flrat In every houM.
L**E: We couldn't live without it 3
••LE: Τ Le more you take from U, the
larger It gets. 4. ·00·: It% all over
5. *RA*T: Qirea a cold;
tlu* bouse.
cure· a cold; aud paya the doctor's bill.

bank,

because that money is what stands bein
depositor and any possible shrinkage

the securities he'd

of

safety

f

and

deposits.

for business

the road to financial

opportuniindepend-

today.

No. 2038.—Riddle.
I may be of ateel or cardboard;

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
OF

Tou may get me on your ear,
And If I'm overheated
You'll not travel far. my dear;
Better never (et Inalde me;
Now I'm aure my name la clear.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

COME TO THE GREENHOUSE SOUTH PARIS

-SS? LETTUCE

No. 2039.—Anagroma of Authors.
Agnes Garrett Mar», Benny Marcul
la WllilL Cally Muroc. Jesse Mulroll
Walles, Icy A. E. Clare, Rev. Otho I

Cille. M. I).. Jennie G. 0. Law. Helve
leu Woods Miller, Galen Ryles Hicks

No. 2040.—Disguised Mythology.
A
A male bee
A king's house.
man's garment and a letter. A geography with maps. A kitchen receptacle. A lot of twigs. A city In France
(•imite. A mouth and a vowel. Two

It is GOOD and CRISP.

STANDARD

A crnet stand

vowels.

SEWING

What the egg*

might say
No. 2041.—Rebus Puule.

MACHINES.
Send for Catalogue.

W. J. WHEELER & CO.,
South Paris.

HIGH GRADE PRINTING
Is the kind that is worth while.
It is the kind done at the Oxford

Democrat office.
from

a

card to

I JOHNSON'S
Β

1

a

Everything,
book.

^

What well known story Î

UNIMENT

Used 102 Years lor Internal and External Ills.

Gives

I
I

coughs, colds, I
cramps, diarrhoea, muscular I
1
rheumatism, bruises, etc.

speedy relief
■

J

from

fl
everywhere
Boston, Mass. I
LS. JOHNSON & CO.
25c and 50c

A. W. Walker & Son
DEALERS IN

Coal. Wood, Masons'

plies, Farm Machinery,
Wagons and Engines.

Sup-

Auto

South Paris, Maine.

MARK RUBBERS

FIRST QUALITY

STANDARD

No. 2042.—Reverses.
Example: Reverse a wanderer and
make a man noted us u faithful friend

—Nomad. imuion
1. Reverse the stems of certain grains
aud uiuke smull excrescences.
2. Reverse places beloved by trout
and make a kind of sailboat
3. Reverse halts aud make blemishes
4. Reverse a province of Iudia and
make a sou of Uhrnael
fl. Reverse glossy and make parts ol
vessels
U. Reverse a carousal and make a

mechanical (tower.
7. He verse skins and uiake a state ol
obllviou
8. Reverse m general who figured at
Marengo aud make a place associated
with witchcraft.
9. Reverse something that physl
duns formerly used and make shorl

"Standard first quality" means that after 60 years of experience it is the Standard established by us for first quality and
every rubber is branded with the "Hub-Mark."
Hub-Mark Rubbers are constructed and the compound put
together to give the best possible service under all conditions
and still be sold at a price that will permit everyone to wear
them and get the maximum return for his money. They cost
no more than any first-class rubber.
Try them.
Hub-Mark Rubbers are made in all styles and for all purposes.
The Hub-Mark is your Value-Mark.
If your dealer cannot supply you, write us.

BOSTON RUBBER SHOE CO.,

Maldm, Mass.

float by.
Cue morning a Swede named Olaf
t'ubberson came to tbe door and said.
I replied.
"Give me some apples."
"Sir. apples cost money." 1 saw he
was not sober. He added, "Your broth
er struck me Inst night." 1 noticed that
hla cheek was raw. and 1 saw him
snatch a pan of apples, but he soon
"Please excuse me, for 1
returned.
1 felt very
acted rudely," he said.
tired, and as 1 am curt when weary
or tired, I only said, "You may have
the lot, sir. but go away."

Key to Puzzledom.
No. 20*201—Numerical Enigma: Rudyard Kipling. Words: Drink, dairy.

(>tlr. ruin,

lark. lug.
2080.
Concealed Authors: 1.
Pope, Moore. Scott. 2. Byron. Milton,
|)ulwer. 3. Burns, Sheridan. Addison.
1 Stowe, Aldrlch. Beecber. 5. Alcott.
β. Southey. Coojter,
Burnett. Roe
Cow per.
No. 2031.—Quotation Purzle: "Blow
blow, thou winter wind.
No. 2032.—Homonym: Havana, hare
No.

Free !

Free !

A KING KINEO RANGE

—

Anna.
No. 2033.-Pictured Word: Eloncate
Fruit: Orang·.
No. 2034.—Hidden
pear. date. Imnana. pea h. plum, lime,
lemon, mango, apple

S. S. S., Vao liuruu St., Kingston,
ull name furnished on application) had such decided benefit from
i»*ing Foley'* Honey and Tar Compound
that she shares her good fortune with
others. She write*:
"Foley'· Honey
and Tar Compound brought my voice
back to me during a severe case of bronobitia and laryngitis. Oh, bow many
people I bave recommended it to." A.
E. ShurtUff Co., Sooth Paris; S. E.
Newell & Co., Paria.
Mra.

Ni. Y.,

Free !

(

her
"Does your wife ever change
mind?"
"Only on jome minor matters," replied Mr. Meekton after careful thought.
"I believe I recall that she once expressed an intention to love, honor and obey,
or something like that."

$2 Down and $2 a Month
The person bringing· the largest number of this ENTIRE
ADVERTISEMENT, cut from the Oxford Democrat, to

STORE, Norway,
Wednesday, May 14,1913, at 3 p. m.

HOBB S VARIETY

W. S. Skelton, a merchant at Stanley,
Ind., says he would not take 1100 for
the relief a single box of Foley Kidney
Pills gave him. "I had a severe attack
of kidney trouble with sharp
pains
through my back and could hardly
A
of
box
Foley
straighten up.
single
Kidney Pills entirely relieved me. A.
S. E.
K. Sburtleff Co., Sonth Paris;
Newell Λ Co., Paria.

"Say, Pa, what is tbe difference between a visit and a visitation?"
Fond Parent—A visit, my boy. Is when
you go to see your Grandmother Jones,

and a

visitation is

mother Jonea

comes

when yonr Grandto see ns.

Conductor S. L. Miller, Norfolk, Neb.,
on Booaateel Division of C. and N. W.

Ry. Co.,

recommends

Foley Kidney

Pills and aivys: "I bave need Foley Kidney Pilla with very satisfactory results
and
endorse their use for any one afflictwill receive jl No. 8-20, King Kineo
valued at
ed with kidney trouble. They are all
to
save this advertisement
FREE. Ask your friends to begin
right." Α. I. Sburtleff Co., South Purls;
46-18 S. E. NeveU A Co., Psria.
for you.

Range,

$00-00

Fill a buttered pan witb cored and
slioed sour apples, then
cover with a rich biscuit dough and bake
iu a moderate oven until .apples are ten•ler. Place a hot diab over the top and
turn tbedougb upside down, ao the apples are on top. Dot witb butter, sprinkle witb cinnamon or nutmeg and pour
Serve very hot.
over sweet cream.

pared, thinly

ORANGE AND GRAPE SALAD.

1ND

HOW IT

GREAT

MADE A

HIT

Queer Book Title*.

old books," said the antibe pointed to a dingy upper
shelf, "are eurioun fur their titles.
"Here in η volume of sermons print"Sermons to
ed in Salem In 1792.
"Those

IN ' quary

KANSAS.

ITALIAN TOMATO BAUCE.

Cut one medium sized onion into slices
and cook brown in two tableapoonfuls
of butter, then add tbin pieces of pared
one small carrot, grated
raw turnip,
after paring, and the contents of a twopound can of tomatoes. Cover and simmer for an hour, tbeu press through a
sieve; season with pepper and salt.
BANANA CREAM PIE.

Beat four eggs (reserving the whites of
two) with a half cupful of sugar until
thoroughly mixed, then add a tiny pinch
of salt and tbe pulp of two very ripe
bananas pressed through a sieve. Stir
in one pint of hot milk gradually so not
to cook the eggs, then add a few drops
of vanilla. Pour into a deep pie tin lined
with rich pastry and bake in a moderate
oven until tbe custard is firm in the cenWhen done cover witb a meringue
ter.
made of the whites and two tablespoonfuls of sugar, beaten very stiff, and set in
a very slow oven to cook brown.
MAPARONI

IIAKKO

WITH ΟΥΒΤΕΗ8.

CHOCOLATE

CRACKER

PUDDING.

Brown the crackers in the oven, being
careful not to scorch them; then break
tbem in fine bits, bat do not roll. Over
à cupful of the crumbs pour one-half
a pint of hot milk and let soak a few
moments. Melt two tablespoonfuls of
grated, unsweetened chocolate over hot
water and add to a pint of hot milk, stirring until it ia well blended; then add to
the crackers with three-fourths of a cupful of eugar, a pinch of salt, oue-half a
cupful of butter and a tableopoonful of
vanilla. When cool, stir in two eggo,
well beaten. Bake in a buttered dteb in
a moderate oven for twenty minutes or
until the center is just firm. Remove
and cover with a meringue and brown
delicately in the oven. Serve at once.
PRUNE BROWN BETTY.

Cover the bottom of a buttered baking
dish to the depth of oue-half an inch
with coarse, stale, entire wheat breadcrumbs; then a<id two layers of dried
prunes which have been soaked in warm
water until soft enough to remove the
pits. Dust wi:h pulver zed cinnamon
and nutmeg, cover with another layer of
cruiubt>; then dot with butter and add
Bake in a modoue cupful of hot milk.
erate oven for one half an hour, or until
the top is brown and crusty and the milk
absorbed. Serve with hard sauce.

as

Pianos

In

of Maine:

AND

Mr. Howe now aaya that be did not
Icoow what the motto meant when be
wrote it, and he does not know now. He
merely expressed a modern inanity juat
to see bow It would take. And it took.
"I can see nothing whatever in the motto quoted," saya Mr. Howe. "I do not
know what it means. If you see anythlng, if you pretend that you understand the sentiments, then you should
take something for it."
One is inclined to agree with Mr.
Howe, that if some man abould escape
from an asylum and issue a jumble of
inanities, he would find a brood of followers, and in due time they might even
gather a respectable religion around bis
It beats the world, how people
name.
like to pursue delusions and mottoes.
What we need most of all at the prcnent
time is a lot of common sense serum injected into nine-tenths of the· m jn and a
very few of the women.

People

said
the 30th

free for the

Sample

"L. P." MEDICINE

idl

and each

a

^better loaf than

^

you have evermade
before—yours if

only
specify Wil-

you will

liam Tell
when you

order flour.
Just as good for

prices

cake and biscuits and
pastry and all the rest
of the good things
to eat that

good

flour makes.

All extra nutritious, too, because William
Tell is milled by

our

special

process

from Ohio Red Winter
Wheat—the richest
and finest grown^

granted.

And It is further ordered by the Court, that
known credthe Clerk shall send by-mail to all
aditors copies of e aid petition and this order,
a*
dressed to them at their places of residence

stated.
witness the Hon. Clakencf. Hale, Judge
at Portof the said Court, and the seal thereof,
land, in said Di«trlct, on the tith day of February,
A. D. 1913.
JAMES E. HBWEY,Clerk.
[L. §.]
A true copy < f petition ami order thereon.
Atiett: JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
6-8

NOTICE.
she
The subecrilier hereby gives notice that
has been duly appointed administratrix of the

estate of

Hiram,
Cl.AltK,
FRANCES
In t^e County of Oxford, deceased, and given
having deAll
directs.
law
the
persons
iHinds as
mands against the estate of nald deceased are
and
desired to present the same (or settlement,
all Indebted thoreto arc requested to make payment immediately.
Ν ETT1Κ F089.
Jan. 21st, 11(13.
β-8

"Kffi Vil» nfeiWS.1»

Scientific American.
'·»Γ««ι.Γ'Γ.

MUHN&0ο.36,Β™·"-" New York
D. C
Branch OBce.«25 Κ BU Waahlmrton.

A LOW PRICE

Carpets
and clea»

up stock.

Chas. F, Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth

AUNES DAMEI.S.
Dated at Oxford, this 22d day of January, A.
D. 1913.
STATE OF MAINE.

Sis.,

COUNTY OF OXFORD,

MAIW

NORWAY.

Sworn to and

(8ΚΛΙ..)

About Foul Breath.

J

—

PENLEYT
MANUFACTURER.
G. H.

Double Runner Pungs,

Sleds, Slide Yokes,

Mode.

cases.

When she returned home her mothe
asked her numerous questions about tlx

party.
"What did you have to eat, dear?"
"Why, mamma, they had hash

h

candle shades."

Wills—What's the matter? You lool
excited.
Gillis—I just had a row with thai pig
headed, loud-mouthed, low-lived*, crook
ed Jones down at the

Wood
an-1

Sawing

Machine

Jobbing.

G. H. PENLEY,
South Paris, Maine.
PARKER'S
BALSAM

HAIR

ClaaniM md beaatinc· th· h>lf.
PromotM a lsxaxUnt powth.
Merer Tail· to Bestore Gray
Hair to It· Youthful Color.
Prevent· bair falling.
3-7

lodge.

Wills—|What about?
Gillis—Well, the argument
over what 'brotherly love' really

startec
means

NOTICE.

The iubscrlber hereby glv.'-n·.·
·. ,' »ϋ
l»een duly appointed a'nilnUtrat-ir r th* .»
tate of
ΜΕΙ,ΙΝΙΙΛ C. Β ALU, ..it·· of l'irl.,
In the County of Oxford, κ
1, ir.i
Λ
bond· m the law dire· ιL
demande against the estate of -1' !
ι·.,r
arc desired to prêtent the
it.. ι., r.t,
.- 1 t,
ami all Indebted thereto are re
uavroent ImmediatelyDWlMll Λ BALL.
Jan. ilet, 1913.

Foley Kidney Pitis

TONIC IN ACTION

QUICK IN RESULT!

Give prompt relief from

BACKACHE

KIDNEY and BLADDKH

TROUBLE

RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of thj
KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of tbc
BLADDER and all annoy
IRREGULARITIES.

UklNARY

A ; >i:t:ve

boon κ

MIDDLE AGED ami M.UKRLY

For Sale.
Green gray birch c«»··· ·Λοι..ί.
Β. M. G RE ELY.
R. F. D. 2, South Paris Me

For Sale.
Residence formerly owued
by the late Dr. William P.

Bridgham, located

High

011

Street in Buckiield Village.
For particulars, apply to F. R.

Dyer, Buckiield, Maine

January 22, 1013.
subscribed, before me.
GEORGE HAZfCN,
Notary Public.

or

R.

Portland, Maine.

INVESTMENT BONOS

Eyes Examined^'for

Supreme Judicial Court, in Vacation. /
February 1, A. I>. 1913 j
Upon the Foheooinu Libel. ORDEKED,
That the l.lbel.ι it give notice to the said Callx
Daniel·, Llbellee, to npnear before the Justice of our Supreme Judicial Court, to lie holden
at I'srl*, within and for the County of Oxford,
on the second Tuesday of March, A. D. 1913, by
publishing an attested copy of said libel, an'l
this order thereon, three week* successively In

Glasses

By

I want to speak a word here to people
who have a foul, offensive breath. I am
of
of
letters
ranks come
man)
complaint
sorry to say many people have bad imelling
sorrows and suggestions of hope and
breath and do not know it !
mer
a*k
to
writes
reform. One
why
Nine times in ten the cause is found in
may not sit in their shirt sleeves in th<
stomach and bowels. If you correct an
reading room of the public library dur
Anothei
ing the heat of summer.
imperfect performance of these organs you
wishes to know why clerks may nol
are quite sure to remove the cause of bad
have elbow sleevee to their shirts whiW
breath. You can see that this would be
The east
at work in sweltering offices.
because imperfect digestion clogs the
aud comfort of shirt waists and of elbon I so,
organs with foul poisons and sluggish
sleevee are freely and fully conceded tc
if
are
women—why not to men? But the bid ! bowels fail to pass them off. So, you to
one of these unfortunates, I counscl you
den force that holds woman back fron:
the barem skirt on the street, while per
take my Dr. True's Elixir; because a lifemitting the indulgence of something lik« j time of experience proves beyond question
knickerbockers on the beach, withholds
that it mill set the stomach and bowels
from man in town the neglige of thi
and keep them so. It is the best
right
Suffragettes will win, and womer
camp.
—»
remedy for indigestion, constipation, biliousness, feverishness and worms. It drives
will be emancipated from the clothing 01
from the body, with gentle force, the accuconventionality. Evety summer brings
mulated poisons and any worms that may
complaint*, but none ever bring» relief, be
present. Thus, Dr. True's Elixir has
It ie the law of tbe jungle.
proved, and is proving, a source of health
to thousands. It is sold by reliable dealers
"Central" in China.
all over the countrv; also in Canada, South
In China when the subscriber rings up
Iiombay and
exchange the operator may be expectet America, Cuba; Honolulu;China; Cairo,
Calcutta, India; Shanghai,
to ask :—
Egypt; Athens, etc. Price 35c, 50c and
"What number does the honorable sor
$1.00.
of the moon and stars desire'/"
"Hohi, two-three."
Silence. Then the exchange resumes
"Will the honorable person graciouslj
forgive tbe inadequacy of the insignifi
cant service and permit this humblec
slave of the wire to inform him that tb<
never-to-besufflciently-censured line ii
A la

Dated this «th day of .lanu m Λ I> M;
57
WALTER I. «. U \ \ I

[seal. J

Wedded to Conventionality.
While women are manifesting theii
discontent with life aud love by suffia
gette parades aud proud palavers, let il
not be supposed that men so meek and
mild are wholly content with things at
they are. From their silent unmarchinp

Little Edna attended her tlrst part;
recently, and one of the principal daiu
ties of the supper was delicate creamec
chicken served in pretty frilled papei

ι^

land.

C. Bradford, P. 0. Βίχ 666,

*8.

STATE OF MAINE.
Oxford, ss:

Count* of

you."

busy?"

AdmlolKrttor

Adinlnlatrator'* Hair uf ttrnl
Uttalt,
I'urauant to a licence froiu tt,.
Honorais
.Judge of Probité for the County of uxfori I
shall nell at publl·· auction, on ilw in,
j4y*
March, Λ. D. 1913, al ten oMm i In th- foretooa
on the uremUe», till the rlifht, t t.e »n 1
1dUt*.i'
which George P.Tucker, late ·>( 1'arlr ;0 t4;,,
County of Oxford, deceawl, ha 1 It, act to th«
following deecilbe l n-al e»tatf,
The homestead of the late <■
1
k
idtuated In the village of South l' irl·. .,η
easterly eldeof Park street,rui-Utli / ofhiu^.
ell and stable, and about one ί···;«ι· *,-ra ,i

PEOPLE and for WOMKN.

sided in this State when the cause of divorce
had resided
acc ued as berclnaft τ set (urth, and
hen? In good filth one year prior to the dnte
has
always conducthereof; Tuat your libellant
ed Ικ-rself toward her said husband as a faithful,
since their said
That
true and affectionate wife;
Inte·marriage said llbellee, being of sutllcient
for her,
and
labor
to
able
provide
ability and
hi* grossly, wantonly and cruelly neglected and
maintenance;
sultab'e
for
her
refused to provide
A D. 1S99, her said husThat on the
band utterly deserted her and thut »ald desertion
ha* continued I.-r three consecutive year* next
two children
prior to the tiling of this llliel ; That
were born to tlicm during tln-lr said marriage
and one of them, viz. I.llllan l.uey I' now living.
be
Wi.erefore she prays that a divorce may
leereed between her and her said husband for
the causes above set forth and that the care and
'■it-tody of eal-l child may be decreed to her.
1 hereby staU under oath thut th.: resldeuce of
the libr llee I* η )t known to me and that I have
same.
us d reasonable diligence to ascertain the

—

patterns

Judge

■-

A handsomely Illustrated weekly.

to close out odd

AdmlnUtrmtor'a «kit of R»al
Eit«e.
Pursuant to a UcenM: from lté
Hoaonh!·
of Probate for the
ot Oifort ι
County
•ball »ell at public auctlou. on tht 4tt.
4»» ή»
March, A. I). 1913, at ten o'cluck In Up tortMoa
on the prcmWea, all the rlifht, tlt'e an<l
lnttrt«t'
which A Die E. Tucker, late ot Pari»
in mm
Countv of Osford, deccaecl, hail In ar. 1
t«, ni
following described r· al e«tate, tl?
The homestead of the late Annie E.
Tuck»,
tdtuated In the villa*? of Suuth l'irtf,
on th»
1
aeterly élite of Park street, οηβΐηΐηκ of
ell ami stable, and about one iourth acre ofr;,,use
M),'
Dated tbl» 'Mb 'lay of Januuiy,
d. 19η
WALTKR L. GBAY,
5-7

HAVI HIGHEST RECOWenoation
COUNTY OF OXKORD, 88.
8. A. Davit, G27 Washiatrte
Judicial
the
Supreme
To the Hon. Juttii c of
Ind., is iu hi*Mth >> ar. He 1.
1 u'n
for
uiui h fn.iii 1
Court next to le holden at Paris, within and
Ut·!/«ullered
second
the
Tuesday
dur I had «ever· back.ο
the County of Oxford, un
-yat.oe
t
was too fre<iuent, caii-ii.i,'η
of March, A. E\ 1913.
of
u ulI
Hespectfully represents. Agnes Danielsmar Ht niglit, and in my I
Oxford, afore* ild, that she was lawfully
tic.«
palu. i Uxik Foley Kidr.
to and
am now fr»e of all tr
»'
rled to Callx Daniels, now of pails unknown
of
state
said
In
l>« up and aronnd F» ey i\. ::.rj i
your libellant, at Lewlston.
Maine, on the 4th day o( February, lt*94; That kl<hMt r«comiuendaii<<ti
thev lived together as husbsnd ami wife at WorA <
1'arl*
cester, in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Λ. Κ. 8HUBTLKFF
until
Ι'λγΙ»
from the time t f their said Intermarriage
8. Ε. NEWELL Λ CO.,
re
Α. I). 1899; That your libellant

In the
tprcial notice, without charue.

Wool

late of

A.

STATE OF ItlAINE.

opinion free whether

ON

petitioner

the prayer

iggfassai^afet'gMis

—

on

notice thereof be published In
said District,
Democrat, a newspaper printed In
and that all known creditors, and other person*
an
In Interest, may appear at the said time
have, why
place, and show cause, if any they
should not be
of said

DCSIONS
Copyrights Ac.
«ketch *nd description
an

β
our

day of March, 1912, he

on read
On this 8th d»y of Feb., A. D. 1913,
Ing the forcgol ig petition, it is—a
l»e had
that
hearing
the
Court,
Ordered by
of March, Λ. I).
upon the same on the '21st day
In said DU
at
Portland,
Court
said
before
191»,
and that
trlct, at 1U o'clock In the forenoon:
The Oxford

Patents
....

the
In

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREOF.

experience

Anyone sending
mlcklr aacertain

that

District of Maine, es.

60 YEARS'

asking.
CO.,Portland, Me.

CHABOT of Rumford, In

bankruptcy.
decreed
Wherefore ne prays, that he may be from
all
a full discharge
by the Court tc have
under said
estate
his
debts provable against
ex
are
as
debts
such
bankruptcy Λ As, except
such discharge.
ceptcd by law from of
bated this 24:h day January, A. D. 1«I3.
ALPHONSE CHABOT, Bankrupt.

Billings' Block, South Paris.

Mrs. P. A. Nolan,
No. Whitefield, Mo.

Bankruptcy.

bis

W.J.Wheeler,

Atwood's Medicine."

Id

was duly adthe Acts of Congres*
judged bankrupt, under that
has
he
duly surrelating to Baiaruptcy; and
rights of property,
rendered all his property
the
all
with
requirements
and has fully complied
of Court touching
of said Acta and of the order·

Drink Enough Water Instruction Books, Flayer pia-

fluid nos always in stock at
to maintain the proper amount of
in the system, to eliminate through the that are
right.
bowels and kidneys the waste products
of the body. If drinking a glass upon
Send for catalog.
meals does not

keep
rising and between
and digestion good,
your bowels active
P."
At"L.
remember the old reliable
wood's Medicine lias been successfully
used for sixty- years. Read this letter.
"I used to be subject to severe attack:! of Bjlious and Sick Headaches,
but if I icel one coming on, I take the
''L. FAtwood's Medicine. It helps
I would as soon be
me every time.
without water in the house as "L. P."

}

State of Maine,
ALPHON8E
County of Oxford, and represent*,
District, respectfully

New Pianos, Stools, Scarfs,

Pew

J

of the DisTo the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
(or the District
trict Court of the United Stated

Organs

regeneration. "Had you never written
another thing," wrote the enthusiast,
"your name should pass to poaterity
among the immortals for the superb
motto on the cover of your August number." The man was notai) worda either.
He aent the money for 100 extra copies,
to distribute among bis friends to the
end that the work of regeneration might

Petition for Discharge.

Bankrupt's

the matter of
ALPHONSi CHABOT,

Bankrupt.)

name.
"Ed" Howe, the old Atcbiaon Globe Asses' Is Its scornful
that Is
••Here is « lioitk dated 1743
η·ο, noted for fonoy paragraph·, la now
Ye.' It Is
Mitlng a little magazine on bia Potato railed 'Look to It or I'll Stab
Hill farm, near ibat olty. He doea it for a treatise 011 polygamy.
the fan of the thing. He is aomething
"This Is a pamphlet by a spinster
Jf a practical joker. Recently be put
the young uieu of the sevenngainst
are
forth a motto, aince mottoes
very
Its .title Is "A Disteenth century.
be
and
In
theae
later
daya,
popular
sertation oil the I'ertness of Our Youth
ivorded It like unto tbia:
Second hand Pianos and Organs
Such as Are
"We muat all learn to be abaolute In General, Especially
Two square
for sale at a bargain.
with the abaolute, infinite with the infi- Trained Up at Tea Tables.'
Is
A
at low price.
nite, yea. "One with the One.1'
"A return blast to that dissertation
sell
will
I
pianos
H took. One man waa carried off bia this other pamphlet of the same year:
I
will
that
hand
second
lot
of
waa
organs
(Jeu
feet by the motto. He thought it
•Qulppos For Upstart Newfangled the
the greatest thing in the world and that
Come in and
sell at any old price.
or, A Glass to View
tlewoinen:
"
manand
it would regenerate mankind
of Vainglorious Woman.'
['ride
them.
see
of
in
need
is
we
are
kind
told,
always,

grapes and remove the
seeds. Take tbe pulp carefully from
Phonograph Correspondence.
three large oranges so as to keep it as
"I saw the phonograph put to a use
nearly whole in sections as possible.
Mix grape· and pulp carefully with thick which bad never occurred to me before,"
mayonnaise dressing and lay on crisp said a business man. "The other day I
lettuce leaves. Tbe fruit and mayon- happened to walk into the office of a
naise must be well chilled before mixing. friend and found him listening with an
uir of great satisfaction to a record
NUT BUNS.
which he had on bis machine.
for
When bread dough has been raised
"I thought that he probably had been
mix
and
the second time, cut off one pint
a letter to his stenographer,
dictating
one
melted butter,
η one-balf cupful
and was not a little surprised when he
nut
and
raisins
English
cupful chopped
told me that he had just received a letter
meats, chopped rather fine. Form into from his brother in 1'anama.
"
small buns, adding more flour to handle
'My brother has a phonograph, too,
easily. Set two Inches apart on a greas- lie said, 'and it was bis idea that we
ed pan in a warm place to rise and bake
might use it as a substitute for letters.
from twenty to twenty-five minutes in a It is a
great deal more satisfactory than
Ten minutes before the written
moderate oven.
ones, because we are able to
finishing draw to the front part of the hear each other speak. And thon it's
which
in
oven and brush witb milk
more like having a friendly chat, besugar bas been dissolved.
cause when you become accustomed to it
tone in
CIIEESE LOAF.
you assume a more natural
into the horn than you can get
Soak one pint of bread-crumbs in one- speaking
in a letter.
It doesn't cost us much
balf pint of milk for five minutes; then
The record goes as third-class
either.
one-balf
whip to a light paste and add
mail, and we use the same one for u
pint of rich, grated American cheese,
while. After I have listened tn
long
one-fourth
of
half a teaspoonful
salt,
this as often as I wish I will shave it <.fl
tbe
in
fold
and
then
teaspoonful pepper,
and make it serve for carrying the
stiffly-beaten whites of four eggs. Pour answer. Would you like to hear part ol
into a greased dish and set in a pan of
this?'
«arm water in a moderate oven to bake
"I then beard bis brother tell some
about thirty minutes or until tbe mixture
about what he
is puffed high and delicately browned. very interesting things
had been doing in the canal zone, aud it
Serve immediately it is done, passing
was better than reading them because il
Italian tomato sauce witb it.
was like having the person there witfi

Split Malaga

Boil the macaroni in salted water UDtil
the ends split, which will iDsure its being tender. Drain off the water and
place the macaroni, with alternate layers of raw oysters, in a buttered dish.
titiKUlshed man
Make a white sauce, using milk instead
of water for its foundation, and pour
No. 2043.—Twelve Concealed Cities.
over each layer of macaroni and oysters.
lu tbe followlug sentences are con- Cover the
top of the dish with fine bread
be
to
twelve
of
mimes
cities,
the
cealed
crumbs, over which sprinkle grated
cheese. Bake in a moderate oven until
read backward:
We live iu Cairo, Ephralm and 1. the mixture is puffy and browned on
where .vou may see the big log rafts top.

From the copper mlree 1 came.
Every one must know my name.
Anawer—A penny

Robber· This Winter

HOT DUTCH APPLE CAKE.

Informal letters.
When these words are rightly guess
ed the central letters, before and after
reversing will spell the name of a dis

Riddle.

Wear Hub-Mark

Recipes.
SALT CODFISH HASH.

always remember that it is
judging
Capital, Surplus and Undivided Profits that give security
In

HOMEMAKEBS' COLUMN.
OORMPOMdCOO· oa topic· Of IntMWt to the ladle·
la aoocUed. Addreu: Editor HOMWtmi'
Column, Oxford Democrat, Booth Pari·, Me

I

Ed How·'· Motto.

Stott Flour

When Burton Holmes recently gavi
his celebrated travelogue on "Panama'
Goes Further
be wai
at Orchestra Hall, Chicago,
seriously interrupted by continua
coughing of the audience. No one an
CANNED STRAWBERRY PUDDING.
noys willingly and if people with coughs
By actual bating compariDrain the juice from one quart can of colds, hoarseness and tickling in tbroa
sons you'll find that a sack
strawberries and bring it to the boiling would use Foley's Honey and Tar Com
of Stott Flour will make
point. If there is oue pint of juice, al pound, they would quickly cure thei
low two heaping tablespoonfuls of corn- coughs and colds and avoid this annoy
more and bigger loaves,
Paris
South
starch which has been wet with (wo ance. A. E. Shurtleff Co.,
and a larger number of
tablespoonfuls of cold water, and stir S. E. Newell A Co., Paris.
extra light cakes, thanordithis into the boiling syrup. Stir uutil it
The reason—
Gibbs—So your wife quarreled witi
is smooth, then add the juice of onenary flour.
half a lemon and set the pudding where you. I thought yon said she was blim
it will cook very slowly for twenty to your faults.
Dibbs—She was blind to tbem, al
minutes. Beat the whites of two eggs
and thi
«tiff and then fold gently in the hot right; but she wasn't deaf,
mixture and turn all in a buttered mold. neighbors posted her.
Is milled from full-ripened
Set away to become chilled, serve with
wheat, that has plenty of gluten
uea
farmer
a
F.
E.
living
Walling,
sweetened milk, flavored with vanilla,
in it. It takes up more water
Mo.j strongly recommend]
and with each helping add a tablespoon- Yukon,
and expands more than other
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound ant
ful of the drained strawberries.
flours.
have been advieed by mj
save: "I
Besides, it's sure to
8TEWED PRUNES STUFFED WITH NUTS.
family doctor to use Foley's Honey ant
bring you good results. It'»
Wash prunes, then drain and let stand Tar Compound for my children whei
the most economical of flour.
I
over nigbt in a fresh supply of cold water. tfiere was a cough medicine needed.
Buy it of Your Grocer
Let simmer until tender; add a small always gives the bent of satisfaction auc
quantity of sugar and let simmer a few I recommend it to others." A. E. Sburt
Miller
DAVID
momenta, until the liquid is thickened letT Co., South Paris; S. E. Newell d
Detroit, mi eh.
somewhat and is not large in quantity. Co., Paris.
Make a slit on one side of each prune
and remove the stone; fill the opening
rlsi
"Truth crushed to earth will
thus left with sliced or chopped nuts.
again," but nine times out of ten tbe au
Spread a little whipped cream on indi- tomobile gets away tiret.
vidual dishea and set three or four
prnnes on the cream; partially cover
Elizabeth White, who tells womet will hold no
joys for you if you have indiwith more cream and finish with one or bow to dress tastefully, was displaying
or any STOMACH, LIVER or KIDNEY
two prnnes stuffed with nuts. Serve as some
pretty gowns off by living model gestion
a dessert dish at dinner or luncheon.
trouble. You need not pay big doctor's bills,
and a young husband and bis bride were
in the audience. Seven of the modeli
but if you suffer from any of these ailments
NUT CAKE.
anc
at
one
on
tbe
time,
stage
gathered
just step into your nearest druggist and got
Beat half a cup of butter to a cream; the young wife surveyed their gowm
a 50 cent bottle of SEVEN BARKS, the great
·■
gradually beat in one cup and a half of critically.
household remedy, the finest tonic and
alternately, three"Wuich one do you like the best?" sb< blood purifier known. If your system is
sugar, then add,
fourths a cup of milk and two cups of asked. The young husband la still ex
run down and you want to regain your
fiour with two teaspoonfuls of baking plaining, for his answer was:
youthfu 1 energy, SEVEN BARKS will accomwhites
four
add
the
of
powder. Lastly,
"That little brunette."
plish it, make your food digest and give
eggs, beaten dry, and three fourth· a cup
you new life. Money refunded if dissatisof chopped nut meats. Bake in a sheet
HEALTH WARNING.
fied. Try it and enjoy your meals. Address
about forty minutes. Cover when cold
Chilled aud wet feet result in congest- LYMAN BROWN, «8 Mnrray St, New York, MY.
with
ing the internal organs, and inflammaNOTICE.
CARAMEL
MAR8K11 ALLOW
FROSTING. tion of the
kidneys and bladder, witli
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
Melt one teaapoonful of butter and rheumatic twinges and pain In back, hu been duly appointed administrator of the
Use Foley Kidney estate of
one cup and a half of brown sugar in generally follow.
HENRY O. STANLEY, late of Dlxdeld,
half a cup of cream; let boll forty min- Pills. Tbey are the best medicine made In the
County of Oxford, deceased, an-.l given
the
of
kidneys, for blad* bonds ax the law directs· All persons having
ute*, counting the time after boiling be- for all'disorders
and
and
for
backache
demands
the
Remove
from
fir·
and
beat
in
der
against the estate of said deceased
irregularities,
gins.
to present the tame tor settlement,
Con- rheumatism. They t* not contain habil are desired
bah a pound of martbmallowa.
thereto are requested to make
Indebted
all
and
tinue the beating until the mixture ii forming drags, w olc in actioo, quick payment Immediately.
UKORUE f. STANLEY.
Jan. 21st, 1913.
cool enough to remain on the cake.1 in result*. A. h. Shurtleff Co., South
6-8
I
Flavor with vanilla, at pleasure.
Paris; S. E. New all Λ Co., Pari·.

Stott Flour

the oxford Democrat,

CURE

Tht

printed

ME.

Λ

true

thereon.

LUNGS

Attest:

[HEAL.]

from 3 to 6 per

a

;

r.

<

FREELAND HOWE, Jr.,
Pleasant Street.
NORWAY.

MAINE.

CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.

For Sale or To Rent.
well
ΙΟ-room, iwii tenement hoiin·,
locati'il. Infini claw n?|air 'ti'iiif ami
Alro niable, υ good fruit tieee.
out
pood (· / ,1 luf
Ο. Κ < I.IFFOKI).
ffltf
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Dr. King's
New Discovery

leached hardwood aelie*, tin
CANADIAN
best fertilizers on-earth, car lot* bulk, twelvi
thirteen
dollars; six'y ceils |>ei
sucked,
dollars;
ton delivered.
George Stevens, Peterborough
18 Ί2-1Η '13
Ontario, Canada

AND AU THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

ash and oak
(food
plank, 2 to 3 iaches thick.

Wanted.
dry, or partly dry,

Addrenn

GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OR MONEY REFUNDED.

) it

cent

sett

ur

FOR CSlSs18

up,

copy of the libel ami order of court

Geokoe IIazkn,
Attorney for Libelant.

w,th

$100

in

and then in our said Court appear and tdi
of said
cause, if any lie have, why (be prayer
libelant should ml lie granted.
WM. P. WHITEHOUSE,
Chief Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court.

KILLthe COUCH

and

(J-7

For Sale.

Leghorn
Pullets, Thoroughbred
each.
White

too

11»
St

-,

"c.

A. S. HAi.L,
Ibick! t·! i. Me.

West FalmuuMi Mf#. Co.
West Falmouth, .Me

At the Annual Business Show, New Yor k City,
November 11-16, 1912,

THE

UNDERWOOD
TYPEWRITER

Again proved CONCLUSIVELY in
stration its Superior qualities in

SPEED

a

public

demon-

ACCURACY

STABILITY
iastest
Operated for 8 solid hours (continuously) by 8 of the world's from
typists, in half-hour relays, one Underwood Typewriter (taken
averaging
stock) produced the magnificent total of 55,944 words,
was liere
nearly 10 strokes per second. The crucial test of Stability
such a
shown. Nowhere, at any time, has a typewriter turned out
s record.
tremendous amount of work in the same time. This is a world

The UNDERWOOD

TYPEWRITER in

International Speed and Accuracy Contest

the

won:

First Nine places in the World's Championship
First Four places in the World's Amateur Championship
First Two places in the World's School Championship
Breaking All Former Records

STOTT,

Good Things to Eat

PARIS,

newspaper

Paris, In our county of Oxford, the lir»t publication to h» 30 oays at least prior to said second
Tuesday of Mar Sh, A. D. 1913, that he may there
w

S. RICHARDS.
SOUTH

a

All kin.'s and quant
from

EVERY RECORD, EVERY YEAR, in EVERY
CONTEST is held by the UNDERWOOD
"THE MACHINE YOU WILL EVENTUALLY BUY"

Underwood
44

Typewriter Company,

Exchange Street,

Branches in All

Portland, Maine

Principal Cities

/

Inc.

